FARM CARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD

Editorial

Republican Journal.

For this department brief suggestions, facts
amt expericnees arc solicited from housekeepers. fanners and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor..Journal Uttiee. Belfast Maine.]
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Mr. William

Richards, of Middlesex,
England, addressed a special meeting of
the Manhattan 1 lav and Produce Exchange, of New York, recently, upon ihe
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We are well rid of that arrant humbug, Dsear
Wilde. The next infliction will probably be his
book on America.
The letters of "Brusque" from Nova Scotia,
recently published in the .Journal, were greatly
appreciated by many of our readers.
Senator Bogan's success in politics is said,
and truly, we believe, to be due to hi- wife.
11
is a pity Mrs. I.ogan couldn't make his speeches.

NUMBER 3.

The Golden

Argosy, the new weekly paper
girls, is floating on the topmost
wave of popular favor.
K. G. Hideout A <
publishers. New York.
for
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He said that from
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plant obtains from the atmoslarge part of the material out of
w hich its structure is made.
[Concerning a Few Common Plants.

that the

many

■xpei ien< o ii t it* English hay and
r nade lie w is ,■ mvinced that many
most valuable improvements could
made in -ms country in every way,
ke as regards quality, quantity and a
class of food for horses
,.-th
"I find," he said,
car c gene! ally.
sorts of grass alone constitute
ci i,.- of hay here -viz., timothy and
irairie grass -both coarse, devoid of sacrue matter and very badly harvested

phere

■

1
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>f the former—timothy -it
coimnonly known :i England as fox
d gra.-s. and looked upon as unsalable,
xeept for the commonest of purposes.
J.t dollars per ton wmld lie eonsiderg"od price even in a scarce season
■■ r
The hay crop in England is as
s*■!y looked alter and as great pains
mken to produce it in perfect condition
wheat, oats or the cereals, and it amthe best.

;

<

ply repays."
The speaker then described the nature
ad nmdi ot cultivating sanfoin, lucerne,
trefoil, rye grass, tare hay and
several other glasses raised in England.
IE said that there s in use in England a
'it
eg machine which is most ex•
It consists of a porti.eiit m its way.
c eng ue, I irnace and
revolving heatiiiier. if, after gi a.-s is cut. stormy,
vveathei sets in and the hay gets
: iciied mid wet and to all
appearances
'ed. by the use of one of these maan lie rapidly dried, stacked
nes, it
ci saved and made into most excellent
dder.
-■

niKim.N hay.
In bad seasons.' the

speaker cuminvhen there lias been a short crop
n giand. we have bought as a inakeDutch hay. it varies much in ijual-"ine being very
scant of herbage
astly

su-

any 1 have ■-•■on in this country,
is tally cut into chaff.
When the
p; a m good English hay ruled
I »utoh hay could
*2'} j >t
"l- a'.'out >g(
and was eagera ■•.••itahi class of luiy_bt il'tci
:;;al to demand. What
;■ .. re
m ..-"I:' ami >i ..son.- oi
drought
!"
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he no

dependence

upon
E.
>n hay crops, ami well grown,
ace of tin- kinds 1 have enump.
:.ai. I am certain from long ex.1.1111(0 with .i icady and profit
market. It could he grown cheaply
me
There is an increasing demand
d
supply in England year after
The last few seasons have been
year.
cry bad ones : all the good stock, with
n-w exceptions,
has been cleared out,
iii-1 it v. ill take several first class hay
li rvi'sts to replace them.-’
■
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The seed with its pregnant surprise of welcome
young leaflet and blossom:
The despair of th" wilderness tangle, and treacherous thicket of forest.
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The catch of cod and other ground lisli landas follows :

Stories.

New York Correspondent gives the
following sketches of life in the metropolis :
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Window

Gardening.

is classed among
liing.- of decided importance in EngAll of the annual exhibitions now
■ '»rd
prizes for the best specimens of
u:.- raised in
the window.
As yet
nothing of this character existV lited States, but there should
'In not? our ladies who look af'■ : the window gardens have tastes uni}■ >'•-(! 1 ■> tb.tr of the ladies of any
country, and none eotild surpass
t
genuine lov «• of tiowers—
:lien why not favor them with ah the en.: agcmeiit
possible
Ail Ellglisil paper, now betoie US, gives
liapjiy account of an annual exhibition
: tiowers ami plants grown in the winoc.vs of
Edinburg. The products sent in
for competition were rich and in large
a .mbcis.
Before distributing the numerous awards the chairman of the comIttee on this department, I>r. Balfour,
professor of botany, said he had to congratulate the meeting on this most succes.-fui show, 'file committee had examined the articles sent in for competition,
and they had unanimously declared it to
be one of the best shows they had seen.
This year they had about one hundred
more competitors than last.
The improvements in the keeping of window
gardens anti areas w as quite remarkable.
He was delighted to see the tovvns-peopie taking so much interest in plants. It
was natural to man to do so.
His existence as it were began in the liower garden: h overs and plants afforded him a
solace and delight. He believed the culture of tiowers had a most
humanizing inliner ■■■. and even in the most crowded
pails of the city they would spring up;
and where they were carefully tended,
they could not fail to have an excellent
■ ■hi
t on the temper, conduct and life of
'hose who bestowed on them their care.
■ai
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■

■
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“The last lot of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam i- nearly gone, and you had better make us another shipment of twenty-live gross.
We have
never sold any cough preparation that gives such
universal satisfaction a- Adamson’s, and the demand is constantly increasing.
c. BOonwiN & <;<>.,
New England Batent Medicine Warehouse. 5*1 and
<; !•:<>.

•5> Hanover Mreet. Boston.
All the world’s a stage*’—and everybody
to be on top, even if he can’t drive.
■

prefers

says tin N. V. ( miimerci.il Advertiser.
Baron Liebig made himself famous for discover
ing beef extract-, ami now the Liebig Company iagaiti successful in it- combination of beef, coca,
rare old -berry and iron, forming (Liebig (jo.\< oca Beef Tonic, a valuable
remedy for those debilitated or atllicted with indigestion, liver complaints, malaria, asthma, or shattered constitutions.
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Burglar* find p

a

difficult task to break in
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Mr. Fhnrie- 1'. Chapman, of Ilopkinton, N. H..
relate! his < xperit n-v recently {<i a reporter. “1
had," said he, “laid out .•?.">() for medicine which never
did me any good had heart disease, and Dr. Grave.-’
Heart Regulator was the only remedy I could tind.
I wouldn't he without it." This remedy i- a certain
cure for heart troubles.

Somebody
success.

fail

men

says that every i.ailure is
This will explain why the oftthe richer they become.
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We cannot help noticing the liberal offer made to
all invalids and sufferers by Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption. You are requested to call
at R H. Moody's Drug Store and get a Trial Iiottle
free of cost, if you are suffering with Con-umption, !
severe Cough-. Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis. II a v
Fever. Los.- of Voice, Hoarseness, or any affection
of the Throat or Lung-. It will positively cure you.
He who courts and goes away may live to court
another day; but he who weds and court- girlstill, may get in court against his will.

“BUCHUPAIBA.”

Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Bind
der and Urinary Diseases. $1. Druggist-.'
A

-ee two camels wrestle than
Thev kick tip more dust than men do, and
idea
«*d
the Turk’s
bloody lighting.

Turk had rather

men.

that’-

Two Vears Ago!
sight to behold and was unable

to enjoy
I was a
life at all. Now 1 am the picture of health and can
eat anything. What did it? Sulphur Bitter- cured
and Liver Complain!, after sufferme of
W. II. Bowman. Manehc.-ter, N.
ing two rears,
II.
2w 2

I)ysncp.-ia

Id show how small a part is taken in
certain cases by the mineral constituents
A New York woman who for -2'* years believed
of plant food, it may he well to call to her husband dead and buried, has just found him
alive and well. What a pi-nic that man ha- hud.
mind one of the earliest experiments upA How of Pearls
on the subject of vegetable nutrition.
Glistening through coral lips is certainly a pleasing
Van ileimont placed in a proper recep
object; but a row of discolored, bespccked teeth in
tacle exactly two hundred pounds of any mouth at all is a grievous drawback; add to
this that such a set of teeth is usually accompanied
carefully dried soil, and tlien planted by impure breath and one can scarcely imagine anytin-rein a willow which weighed just five thing more objectionable. SO/.ODONT, the great
purifier of the breath and whitener of the teeth
p ainds. The soil was inclosed by a wv- obviates this state of the mouth completely, rescuo
that no dust from outside could ing Its dental occupants from destruction, and counteracting the influence upon the enamel of acid se'own it; and it was kept moist, with
cretions in the mouth.
Imi
,ah water as occasion required, for
\\ e hope we shall not be accused of exaggeration
'-us
\t the end of that time the when we
-ay we have received 1883 calendars.
was removed, and the soil
separMr. ( B. Porter, Druggist, Towanda, Pa.—For
■'
carefully from the roots. The vvil- several years 1 have been troubled with Catarrh;
•'•igbed then one hundred andsixtv- have tried many remedies without much relief!
*:
i,l!
Fly’s Cream Balm has proved to be the article depi'uunds: but the soil, again thorough- sired,
having wonderful results in my case. I be
*•' ,*,"'d, a.-- at first, had lost only two lieve
L. B. Com u\, Towanit to be the only cure.
Pa.
da,
May ]4, lS.TH.
Although the experiment was
I cheerfully add »ny testimony to the value of
not conducted with the exactness which
Fly's Cream Balm ns a specific in the case of my
characterizes modern research, it was a sister, who has been seriously debilitated with
for the past eight years, having tried inefw; excellent one for the time in which Catarrh
fectua
other remedies and several specialty docit was performed. It must be added that tors in lyBoston. She improved at once
under this
and has gained her health and hearing,
\ an Ileimont
erroneously concluded that discovery*
Robert T.
which had been considered incurable.
the plant had taken all its nourishment I Merrill,
Secretary of the Phumix Manufacturing
2hi
from the water, whereas we know to-day Co., Grand Rapids, Midi. Price 50 cents.
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Tin- 77" pages of the last twelve years' legis1 latiim lias added 2hs
pages to the text of the
I present revision, increasing the sections to
; M30 and the items to 2Sli. and enlarging the
'( at- h <-f small boats. int*lmi*■«\.
code to l.ltN pages, whieh an elimination of
*J*art <>f ratoh laii'liM at other than home port.
ohsolcte mid some otherelauses will perhaps re‘.lot* >inall til an 1 ’."-ats; t t il men lisping, .Vm.
duee
aliout 2d pages. Tlie marginal references
Hnelmle- Nf\v Harbor, Brown's r.»ve ami Moninclude 72 volumes of Maine Reports. Followheiran, ">n -mall sail.
‘'Iii.’inie- rrreipts from vessel- of other ports.
ing the 15 amendments suggested liv the Commissioner art 15 others-uggested by prominent
legal gentlemen of the Mate. These suggestions are very comprehensive, and embrace a
wid' range of subjects \ital to tin- interests of
tin-peuph
Among these is one for the le\i-ioi .f tie t 'institution of the state. The ,-omj
mi"i'tier say-: -Tin Constitution
l Maim
x\a- th.
work of our grandfathers.
It was
Is
framed for a population of 300.000 with a valu£
I
ation of 821.00d.udd. dependent on wagons,
o lins, -tagaiel -ailingcraft for the transportation"!' their persons, their merchandise and
their mails. Since Isld ail addition of Its per
rent, has been made to our population and s7d
1
to nur wealth, while steam, the telegraph, labor—axing machinery and countless other iuvt ntion- have revolutionized society, accom!
plishing in sixty-thivc years the work of ordinary centuries. The Constitution is outgrown
and patched wit it twenty-five amendments,
some of them radical and not easily reconciled
j
with the original instrument or with each
i
other, and mor< are called for."
L
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impossible to get it out until it is sawed into
It is calculated to make 5000 feet
small pieces.
of hoards and 20 thousand shingles.

to

Death.

it

Mhax aCKKi:. .1 111. 1:
The Nexvhall house
in this eit;. xvas burned at an early hour this
morning, and seventy-live pi rsons. principally
The Nexvhall house was a
aiiesis. wrri lost.
six story brick building at the corner of Michigan street and Broadway. Tlie lire was discovered at i a. in. In less than half an hour the
whole building, long designated as a
death
trap." xvas enveloped in llames. Scenes of the
utmost terror prevailed.
Inmates jumped by
do/ 11- from lie- upper -tori' t" the stone
kit
walk. covering
with lifeless bodies. The
shriek- of the unfortunates tilled the air. l’c
pie below were unable to render any aid.
(juite a number of terrified guests and employes of the
hotel appeared at the windows and
seeing Hie distance to lie ground fell hack to
perish in the llames. The employes of the hotel, xvlii h accommodated SOI) guests, numbered
ssti. and mostly lodged in the sixth story. Their
exit by way of the roof xvas cut off by lire, and
two stand pipes with the lire laddersWere not
available for the same reason. A very few were
saved by jumping on canvas. The stores and
others on llie ground Hour were entirely destroy
ed. Tin- hotel register i- burned, and no exact
loss of life can he determined, blit it will reach
5(1 or lid dead and 20 or 30 wounded. So far 23
bodies have been placed in tlie morgue, and 0
more are at places near the ruins.
Identification i- slow. It may safely be said that 00 persons are dead and 3d sctiotlslv injured.
The
scenes at the lnorque. where 32 bodies are lying, are heartrending beyond description and a
strong police force i- necessary to keep anxious
enquiries m mi'-.
Nineteen bodies have been lentitied, 8 bodies
Tin Fire Department
are beyond recognition.
railed for assistance from lire Soldiers Home,
but Hen. Sharp refus al to send tin ir steamer
at which the indignation is great.
The tireEleven waiter
men made superhuman efforts.
girls were brought safely across a frail -ladder
stretched over an alley from the sixth story
of the hotel to the roof of an adjoining bank
building. About a dozen attempted to jump
but were rebounded by telegraph wires, a perfect mass of which surrounded the two fronts
of the building.
Toni Thumb escaped by the
front entrance, and his wife was saved by the
a
lire escape, as well as were
firemen, through
W. 11. Thompson, Messrs. Ilerhert and Dunlap,
\V.
l.avelle and others of Madison Squart
Company who arrived at midnight. They
were only partially dressed.
Total value of the
Newhall House with furniture §227,000. Win.
of
the
E. Cramer
Evening Wisconsin, was
saved, through tin- heroic efforts of Charles
Sentinel
a
Dressing,
typo. Chief clerk True
who had a narrow escape says lilt boarders
and 00 employees were in the hotel. So far fit!
are unaccounted for.
••

THE I.ATKST DETAILS.

Of do young waiter girls only eleven were
heard from alive this evening. It is feared the
estimate of fifty lives lost formed this morning
is far too low and that fully double that number were burned or smothered to death in the
blazing pyre. Police think the tin- was of incendiary origin hut so far nothing has been discovered to substantiate the theory.
It is reported there wen- 350 guests in the house last
night. If this be true the horrors that will be
revealed by the removal of the debris are too
dreadful to contemplate. The Newhall House
was known to
every traveler in the northwest
and to the people of Milwaukee as a fire trap
of the worst description, and while horror and
sympathy are expressed on all sides at the
dreadful catastrophe, wonder also prevails to a
great extent that any traveler resident could be
found to take up his abode within its walls. 8o
far sixteen of the twenty-live bodies have been
positively identified.
The fallen outside walls are nearly all lumped
over the partition wall from such an immense
heap of ruins it will he impossible for several
days to begin the search, but nearly a hundred
is generally accepted as the number of lives
lost. The iist of wounded as complete as can
be given foots up sixteen names. Forty-live
persons are known to be dead or missing.
The

\

Whig does not believe
Richmond,
in the Pendleton bill, and is not afraid to speak
its sentiments concerning tie- civil service, as
a..

j the following paragraphs from

a

recent issue

testify:
A Democratic member of the ways and meancommittee ssij s that lie does not expect that any
tarilf hill will pass at this session. He says that
all the amendments that have been defeated in
committee will he presented in the House, and
that the debate will be so protracted that no
legislation will lie enacted, and the hi 11 will fall
between the houses.

Our views are briolly these: That with a
permanent and self-perpetuating (if not a he-

New York, with its death rate of 24.21 per

1,00(1 persons, is still better off than New Orleans. Charleston, Savannah and Hartford, and

of foreign cities, including
I’aris, where the rate is 24.80. Madrid is worst
of all. with a death rate of 49.(1.

|
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Lot

M

Morrill

Sketches

AriH'si'A, Jun. 10. Hon. Lot M. Morrill
died this morning at 10 o'clock. He suffered
very

night. His last moments were
struggle. The members of his
the attending physician were pres-

little last

pain

without

and worthy to he followed by all who lend public lives.
ItHIEl

lilOliltAl’IUCAI. SKETCH.

The deceased was horn m Belgrade. Kennebec County, in lsir>. He entered Waterville
Academy in ls:4, and soon after commenced
tile study of law, and in is;k) was admitted to
tin-bar. He was a member ot the Maine Legislature in Is,'4; of the Senate in IS,Hi. anti made
its President. He was elected Governor of
Maine in ISAS and re-elected in ls.Vj and 1SOO.
In l.xiil he was elected a Senator in Congress
for the unexpired term of Hon. Hannibal
Ilamlin. elected Vice President of the United
States.
In the Senate lie served on the Committees of Commerce, District of Columbia and
Claims.
He was also a member of the “Peace
Congress-’ of lstil. He was re-elected to the
United States Senate in 18G3 for the term ending in lstih, serving as Chairman of the Committee on Expenses in the Semite, and of that
of the District of Columbia, of that also on Appropriations aud Indian Affairs.
On the death of Senator Fessenden, Mr. Morrill was appointed to till the vacancy, and was
elected to till the. unexpired term ending in
1871. when he was re-eleeted for a full term,
but resigned to accept the position of Secretary
of the Treasury in lsTti. At the expiration of
General Grant's administration, Mr. Morrill
retired from political life at Washington and
accepted the office of the Collector of the port
of Portland, which lie returned with much satisfaction to the citizens of that city during the
past six years. Mr. Morrill married Miss Charlotte Vance, daughter of William Vance, formerly of Paring, imt now of Keadtield. who
survives him. They had four children,
Mr. Morrill has been out of health for several
years, but nevertheless, lias been doing a good
deal of legal as well as official business, indeed. Iiis death was probably hastened by his
devotion to his work instead of to his convalescence. His disease was a disease of the stomach
and battled the skill of the physicians. He lias
been a great sufferer for much of the time during the past two months, especially, and finally
starved to death through inability of his siomaeli to receive and assimilate food.
He was a worthy contemporary of a famous
coterie, including such men as Geo. Evans and
Will. Pitt Fessenden,and his name will long he
remembered ill the annals of the State’s historv.
As a private citizen he was highly esteemed by
a large circle of personal friends and
widely respected throughout the State; as a public inan
In- was noted for his integrity, ability in political affairs, and an untarnished public career.
_

U-eneramies.
Cnited States Supreme Court is
sion.

again
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At .Syracuse, X. Y.. in a family quarrel on
New Year's night, Joshua Oifiord, an old man
of 77 years, was attacked by his wife with a
He defended himself with a
butcher knife.
stove poker, striking her on the head and killing her. Gilford gave himself up.

1

!

I

lien, lirant is
retired list.

reditary) civil sen ice class to reinforce the
army and navy, both of which are also permanent and largely perpetuating (if not hereditary) as to their officers, we shall have all the
elements of an aristocratic government, and
there will remain but a short step to it monarchy. more or less absolute. We all know
what other elements, related or subservient,
will rally to these three to master and degrade
the people. Rather let the people elect every
officer, not only of the civil service, but of the
army and navy. A fair sy stem for doing this
can easily- be devised.
These are words of wisdom, let w ho will deride them, or question them.
"Rotation in office" used to be good Democratic doctrine: audit is good doctrine all the
time in a Republic. Moreover, it will always
be the popular doctrine, until the ins exceed
the cmts. Mind that!
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The Suez Canal taritl'has been reduced half a
franc per ton.
It i> estimated that in Iss-J Massachusetts sent
8no '.non .hi Ireland.
The profits from the (iartield fairin Washington are nearly $10,0011.
lieneral amnesty has been decreed to
Kgyptian rebel- not already dealt with.

the

movement is on foot for the consolidation
of ail the rubber companies in the country.
A

The defaulting treasurer of Tennessee has
been arrested in Texas. Hi- defalcation was

$K%0tH).
In Ohio, J. 1>, Taylor, Republican, has been
elected to Congress, In place of the late Mr.

Cpdcgratr.

Hen liutler is in favor of reducing the salary
of every office in Massachusetts but that, of
governor.
The

Western
to

Iron association have sent

a

Congress against reduction of the

plates.

Twenty penitentiary convicts were drowned
in Jackson county. North Carolina, by the up-

setting! of

a

boat.

The Coventor of Morula. in his message to
the Legislature recommends a reduction of the
State tax to live mill-.
The treasury cattle commission's report recommends various measures for the extinction
of the pleuro pneumonia.

liueksport. (Hancock
county). Republican, Liberal, carriage manufacturer, married; age 1.7. Born in Montville.

The Ways and Means Committee have fixed
the duty on yarns and warps for weaving at 10
cents for 23 cent goods and at 13 to 27 cents for
better grades.
The amount of wheat now in California, inthat in the ships in the hay, is 410.000
This exceeds the previous estimates 10
to 80 per cent.

cluding
ton-.

At least 10,000 looms and probably 200,000
spindles are now idle in the cotton and woolen
mills at Philadelphia in consequence of the depression in trade.
The weight of Gambetta's brain, as discovered at tlie autopsy, is reported to have been not
quite 47 ounces, which is an ounce or two less
than tiie average weight.
Much opposition is developed against the
Senate tariff hill on the part of several New
England industries. It proposes gi eater reductions than the House bill.
Last year's failures in the i'nited States
numbered 07:1s, ;ls against 5582 in 1881, with
total liabilities of $101,t'00,000, as compared
with $81,000,000 ill 1881.
The Canadian Parliament will meet the 8th
of February. The Governor General and the
Princess Louise will probably arrive at Ottawa
about the end of the month.
The floods in Austria and Prussia continue to
do great damage. Cities and towns arc Hooded.
Mumtherin and other towns are abandoned and
great damage is done to property.
if there is luck in odd numbers this ought to
lie a good year. It begins and ends with an odd
number, a'nd the lirst two figures added together
and the last two hotli make odd numbers.
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This is too sweet for any tiling. Mow
an atom of a -a ntmed
gat" straddling a gentle brei z ■. Wonder if tin Atlanta
the idea of

editor-

Ackmiw i.ti'ii mi

Nova Scotia apples in London are worth from
$4 to $7 per barrel and in great demand, it is
estimated that within live years the crop of
apples in the valleys of Annapolis and Kings
county will exceed 300,000 barrels.

Evangelist Barnes,
Superintendent of the

in New York, cured the
home for Intemperates,
of rheumatism, and the next day the Superintendent was attacked by gout. He thinks he
lias got out of the frying-pan into the tire.

Referring to the French spoliation claims, the
Philadelphia American says: "Let this short
session be made memorable by tlie passage of a
measure to pay a claim of eighty j ears' standing, for whose payment France sent us the
money.”
A Denver despatch says that by mutual agreement Mrs. Augusta L. Tabor has obtained a

divorce from her husband, Governor Tabor,
with alimony of $250,000. Site asked $10,000,000
but seemed satisfied with the compromise. She
withdrew all offensive charges, and previous
suits lapse.

Manager, for the 'ih annual report
Board of Managers of the Maine Indus-

of the

trial School for Girls.We have received tie

Baltimore

>uii Almanac for I>s.i
a New y,air's
to tin many readers of that excellent new
paper.Mr. S. H. Niles, th" well-known and
enterprising advertising ugt ui. go.i \\ a-hington

gift

street. Boston, lias is-u -,|

a new edi ion of his
calendar for tss:;, wiiieh i- -xe.-. dinglv useful
to newspaper publishers, adwrli—rs. Ulanufa.
turers and bu-ine.-s men gem r illy
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want it or tint
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ponent of till' stork jobbing seilenu
<

build.

11

ling

would

tli

rs

to tin- i roga tion of IF
Atlanta .-oast. 'Tin bill prohib-

Others who gave evidence
<

dues not think that any legislation wi.l he > naeteil at this session, but lie bi-lb ve- evidence

will he taken that will furnish
wise measure
Robie ha-

in

the next

tin

basis of

Congress.Gov.

appointed

of 2.7S5 men was 2:15.717 ipiintuls. I’he Mate
ranks .second only to Massachusetts in tin
\her tisln-ries.

value of

-In

has

engaged.

There

were

203,04fi.44t*

pounds

a

of li-li

our

than ever before.

It

is

quite

abroad, into

for.

oath of office has any significance at all.it
means that the incumbent shall discharge the duties intrusted to him to the best of his judgment
and ability, always keeping in view the best interests of his constituents rather than self aggrandizement. Twenty-five dollars, or even $.*»(), is but
a small amount, but, it is too much for the town to
lose while we are yet struggling with our war debt,
the interest of which can scarcely be paid fr m
year to year, with our other high rates of taxation,
without bringtng the wolf to the door of many
families. The idea of Mr. Dean buying or holding
the land except for the purpose before stated i* too
absurd to speak of.
As 1 shall have no more to sav at present in regard to this matter, it is imped the voters in town
will become awake to these facts before thi- Ides of
March shall have come, and see to it that the town
has a board of oUlcers for the ensuing year who
will make the interests of the people of the first
If

an

importance.

1’ax

Raykk.

Democrats in the House voted
pass the Senate* Civil service hill and forty
against it. The seven Republicans who voted
again-* the bill were Ilubhs, Moor, M:tr*h. Robinson of Ohio, Smith, Steel and Thomas. Robinson was afterwards asked why lie voted
against the bill, and he said because nobody in
his district demanded such a measure, and that
he looked upon it as a humbug.

Forty-seven

to

ship poli

our

coasting trade, and for thi- :tno favor with

tlio-e who have the interest of Vim ri.

ping at
It

an

ship-

heart.

is doubtful whether the tnes-age of

State Govt

rn

has

>r

ev. r

am

attraetetl tin attention

of that delivered
achusetts on

by Gov. it. F. Butler of MassTluir-day -Ian. i’sth. It vva-also re-

markable for it.- i-'iigth, to -ay nothing of other
finalities. But then.a- a Boston paper explains.

Case.

he *o under-leod it as it
saves the sum of fifty rents to the town.
Hut no
one expected him (o -ell for that price because it
was well understood there were several anxious to
buy at an advance of $2"> to $'»0 on what it was s.»ld

,-

Well as otlie! reasons, it will timl

their wages amounted to.

fortunate

ami for the con-

Tii-- fi.

vv lii.-h prepared the bill above outlined.
Till-free-hip policy would im vi .illy r.-nit in
tin- introduction of foreign Imilt vessels, uoniinaily ownetl in this eouutry. bill really owned

the catch of lssl.

Dand

repair-

mittee

One haul on the 8th and

Ijincolnviilo

lloat. ami abob-bes the tinty

nt w

proposes to admit foreign built \ -m-N to Ann
iean registry. : ml was votetl dew ti by lbm-

$1300. The life-saving crews own nets, and
during the past two months huv. made more

That

n,

struction of new vessels.

the loth of December netted the fishermen

fishing than

shipping

bill, the | r-.xi-i-n:lifts the liurtit-us from

l'li

n.

fair!} giv

material u-eil for

on

.Cod fishing off West Hampton. R. E. i* better

i-

its own eon!: alii.

fishing industry
just closed has been -ue<vs>fii! and
prosperous, and. although the catch of ti-h habeen somewhat smaller than was anticipated,
yet the trade demands have been met and prio*
sustained. The total catch of leading varieties
of fish by the New England fleet during the
year 1SS2,is given as follows: Mackerel, 37NNU3
barrels; eod and other ground fish, ^t*s,804
quintals. T hi- i- an increase of 1*23.>77 quintal*
of cod and other ground ti-h, and a decrease of

one

di-eti—iug editorially "\\ unan'- Influence
Agricultural Meeting-, ill N.-w Ims-land

of which are

season

over

in

deeteil.

r.

Wt timl thi- a-toimtling piece of tni-inlorn.
;t .Maimvlem-e
It ear:: -. now--

eighth

12,7D4 barrels of mackerel

iv-

tion in

annual report of
Th<
of New England

the

tor
i-d

■

are

taken, of a total value of 83,<U4.17s. The total
capital invested is s;i.37o,!M»l.Th»* Roston fish
bureau lias issued their

a

-•

of the lobster and -artline

country business. A total of 11,071 persons

h. i:,

u' tie
Tin1 |>|v>\ i-i Hi
bill non
for.- ( -ingress for tin* relief of -hi) | iug ami -hipbu ling
aim pretty dose to tin- j !it-\ of --five ship-.''
The provision-"f the bill mat )»- sutnin: vizV payim
of ailvam-t w ig
as follows:
i-'rei entry of materi:.\!f r repairs.
of tonnage -li!
ml eon-tilar
i
rtiti- aiI.iabilitie- of part o-vi ..
Canadian tfa-1--.
mail-- proporii 'iui' to their -bar.
[Iran b
k
on materials u*e.i in eon-truetion.
exemption
from local taxat ion.

total eateli of the Maine fishing licet during the
year IS,-2, a total licet of 2-b vessels with aen vv

practical monopoly

n

r<

■

a

F. M. Stillwell of Hangor,
Commissioner of Fisheries and Gann-.Tin-

tent and

lie, u

i',ink-

->■

tee

a

lie

11

Had in

doubt have b-

no

by

■

neutral.

were

hairnuin of the Sul-.an

Id

and

v, a-

...

aided

■

hook fishermen want tin- hill pas-i d. while the
seiners and net fishermen an-protesting ag iin-it.

lews
r wav-,

a.

O'.

Farmer -ay -:
ini!- agricultural eon\ ntioiis ol the newel
U
'bib
,d 'ii
i,
111..•",i,i:i"11 :.i ii11
wonirn taking anaetiie pari in tin pi"., nlsi!"ii of paper- and ..i lie1 di-rii-boii- wliieh foilow the reading or lecture-. phi- i- particularly ; nn' of He,-" \v -tern Smb win-re the w o k
of tin't;range !
b u ni"-i sueei—fill. Tin
grange has recognized the
| a a i i I y of woman
with man to a highc degi;n. r
diaii mo-:
and
le
a
"I In.iu"ulcu!a>
organizations,
i.from >ne!i r, eognil ion. io
h
m
ami
in Main", win r
:!e gratis''
:y at large,
more artive than in
iliier of t n ,th r New
Ftigland '’ale-, women's intliiemv m .rieultill'' i- -'ll by lie- large altelnl Hire .f win1'
I a in i I ii
at tin agrienlttiral conventions wli
are in id in every e<>mi:y during : lie w inti
-<
son.
The I >airy i: n
meetings in Veruioii'
have been allend.'it by women, and oeea-ionally exeelient papers have been presented by
fanners'wives upon .-ubj, e
,|
ia! or g
• 'I' ll
intel'i st.

strov

catching

Judge 1.aplunu.

tl

.1

.O

In
in

of menhaden upon the high
within two mile- of the Atlantic eoa-t. Tinits the

eliijlle.

s

i i! ill I" ii is ■** of III"

lie

wa-

tiiroiigli

rp'd

I'M

relating
tin

derided change T opinion
(iuvernur of New j ,rk

a

the late

i’ll* N-w \ ork time-e-timate-tiiat during lie
three years lie wa- in otliia (,on rnor
one II
eut down the appropriation- sth.'MCeNxi, and it
i- also iveaiieil that In n as tin1 detennined op-

\ sit's weir at White Mend i- said

Goode of Hit Smithsonian Institute, and othi

in Ihai Ma:> want to sob-

ii

do, slop- -holiM In- taken to sri\e in at
tie' right.
Ltiey Sion, in tie Worn in'- .l..urnul. di-sents from tlii- proposition. and thinks
It 111•

have stoek'-d Y1 4loo.i lie -■ tuite -ommito e
foreign relation-. Thur-day. heard Prof.

on

We are indebted to

is.

\

B. Howell.

-ays: Weir fishing in thi- viciniiy. tin- pa-t
season, dii' not prove -ui-eessful. Tin weir at

Editor Joi knal: It was not n»> intention to
intrude upon your kindness and valuable space
again in regard to the Eincolnville land -ale, but
the exigency of the ease demand* something more
from chairman Duncan than the simple assertions
made in hi* explanation. Why did he sell for $."D
less than Mr. Young was o fie red and refused two
He seem* to have foi gotten
years and a half ago
that he was compelled by a solemn pledge in the
to get evrry dollar
of
first
town
olii-’er,
capacity
possiide for the In 1. If there ha- been a ,-hrinkof
20
on
real
estate
In Eincolnville
per cent,
age
since Mr. Young's offer the fact is nor generally
"We dill
known, ('apt. Duncan innocently-aynot understand we were compelled to .-el! for $2t)u
if we could get more.”

Governor Foster of Ohio, in his address lo
the Legislature, urges the submission of a proposition to so amend the State Constitution as
to leave the matter of the regulation of the liquor traffic to the Legislature.

often takmi in tiii- way :

are

nomination.

on

storm in Atlanta, Georgia,
of that city p mark-

ot a sliatt
of lli’aVon as ih"v bcaieifullv flo-r <;
p.
where, or straddling the amirle-i of !>r, /.
bounded away nke the -oui of mirth thrmmii
measure- of sprightly roundelay."

Wornn il. of tin-

the it.. w ill

or

toorgia ditor-."

■

failing flake-:
"They seemed liki atoms

of the tish and game laws.Tin North Iher
Me correspondent of the Ellsworth .Ymerieau

thought

and ITi

that Maine "ditor-

Appeal

eontrols. and in oile

winter it i-

And ibis lead- him

"Dingley

iw-

snow

Hellie! liar, ini- go! vv it lit- in --un- fifteen
eases before tie G rind Jury im oh in a ■> illations

sevi r

oil

ed of tli"

tF i-ion. sustain-

A private letter to Detroit parties announces
the death of Rev. Titus (.'oan, at Hilo. Sandwich Islands, Dec. 2d, aged 82 years. Dr. Coan
was a
veteran missionary of the American

$81.380,783.88.

a

las; week, and the

locate the way over tin dams,
hut condemn the t Ians a- presented by him fm

it. Orhtmlo

opinion, apparently,

vote."

fortlina' !)■•:.

luoia-

to

money

Tlie debt statement shows the decrease during
December to he $15,413,222.85. Cash in tlie
treasury. $312.924,018.47; cash balance available.
$149.1)37,773.87; decrease since June 30, 1882.

highest

editors, which »h

are

de-|)alch

Since Alexander II. Stephens became governof Georgia, less than eight .weeks ago, he has
pardoned forty-eight convicts, twelve of whom
were murderers and live convicted of rape.

The Secretary of the Navy lias sent a communion ion to tlie Senate recommending the construction of four steel cruisers, one iron dispatch boat or fast clipper and one cruising torpedo boat.

liases thi-

to further remark that

or

board.

lb

.... d th"

of the Fi-h ('otnmi—inner in regard to tli hiiiiding of a fishway over the Company's dam-, in

a

.Shep-

a

■■

says: The County ( oinmi--ioncr-. hi 1 In ease of
the Isieoiiia Company's appeal from: decision

e

I.

are

the fact that in the election for Congressmen in
this State on a g» n.-r.d ticket
Fx-Gov. Nelson
Dingley, Tr., th gov.it temperan e reformer,

can.

their eoii'tnie:ion.I 'elect:.

Atul it may be al- >
so main' g >od

The Vt.anta correspondent of th- Savannah
News -ay-: "The teniperaiie,-cause in Mane
seems to hold its own after long y ear-of eon-

Na’ional
Gnenliaek. M-rond Ad'cnti-t. farmer and ins
ehanii married: age (7.
Horn in Fineolnville.
and attended the public schools Wa> formerly
I me of the Selectmen live
a teacher.
and
ye:
eliairman of hoard tin- pa.-l four years.
I'own
business agent. Sept, issu, ippoint'd Trial
Justice of Waldo outily for s' von year-. Waa soldier in l'.Kli Me. Regt. from Aug. 1'42. until Gettysburg battle, then transferred to invalid < u'p>. in medical department ini:i. \nnation of term. Aug. lsfiTi. Formerly a IT i ul

a

with lie

seasons

r

mentioned among the exceptionally successful publisners. their -Golden
Floral" series having proved a lucky hit.

Republican.

Saco river, have rendered

have te-ted the

we

their advertisement.

s -e

herd, of Boston,

Young. George W.. T.inmlnville.

ing hi- right

for itself, and

than ever before.

larger

s.

Hid liforii

speaks

said that never before were there
books offered at such low prices.

Na’ional
farmer,
married: age 41.
Horn in Dixmont. and educated in the common school'. Sen d three
F. 4th Reg Myears in the war of lsid. in
Vo!-. Infantry. Has been one of tin Seh einien
of his town -even years, serving as eliairman
four years. Is chairman of the present board.

\

com-

The for-

The past year was generally a prosperous oui
in the book trade, and the holiday-ales w e

six years. Passed seven y ear-emitmu-tt-iy in
the States of I ova and .Missouri, engaged in
railroad -urvey- and construction. Wu- engineer of Biieksport and Bangor Railroad, and
also of Bangor and Katahdin Iron Works Railway.
Smith. William. Stockton. Republican, Fniversalist. farmer anil granite worker, married:
Morn in Prospect and educated in tin
age 52.
town school- and at Hampden and Freedom
academies. Member of the legislature in 1-74.

Fi-hiv:.

Co..

best results,

Spofford, Parker, I'.'eksport. Republic an.
Congregationalist. civil engineer, married: ig.Born in Buck-port, and educated in tin
scientific department of Bartmonth College.
Member of Superintending school Committei

\M>

A

eds of this bouse in form

40.

Flstt

a

mer

2.7. Born in Frankfort, and educated
Maine State College, graduating in the
1-X7tt, as B. >. Was eliosen Supervisor of -In >, I
in itis town, which position in- held from ts77
to l.xsu.
Secretary of the Mt. Waldo Granite
Works corporation.

a

of-

Michigan, their Seed Annual for
sample pa -bag'' of seeds. W, can

mend both tli" Animal and the seeds.

age
at no-ia-s nt

Formerly

Mary Wheeler ai two recent
good taste in tlii- direction.

aiu-t

i.

We have received from l>. M. Kerry

Congregationalist. granite dealer, single:

Republican.
Ephraim I>., Jackson.
no religious pivfeivnei

llegistci
humbugs

Detroit.

Hatch, Barak A., Morrill. National Greenback. Free Thinker, merchant and f irmt r. married; age :!!). Born in Morrill and atti mb d tin
town schools. Unlisted Aug. 4th. ]xn2. in tin
l'.Kh Me., Volunteer Infantry Co. I>: wounded
April 7th, 1X05, at High Bridge. Ya. A-- Post
Master from ls(;7 to 1x72. Post Master from 1x72
to 1XS2. Town Clerk 1x70-71-72: has been in
business in Maim since lsr.7.
By reason of
wounds received in the army i- disabled from
manual
labor.
performing
Formerly a Republican.
Houston, Nathan F.. Belfast, Republican, no
religious preferences reported, farmer, single:
age 53. Born in Belfast. Il l- hold various
local offices, and was a memln r of tin- >i.it<
Valuation Commission in lxso.
Peirce, Hayward, Frankfort,
In-niocrai,

t"

Senator Pendleton has an elegant house in
Washington, another in Cincinnati, a cottage at
Conway N. IL, and a villa at Mount Desert Me.

fender-

Republican.

At Last Mawkesburg, Province of (Quebec, a
hired man murdered four members of the
Cooke family and escaped.

A report of Secretary Lincoln, in an-wer to a
resolution of the House, shows some of the absurdities of river and harbor appropriations.

and Mr.-. B.

Ayer, John S.. Palermo, Republican. I'nitarhm. farmer and dealer in horses ami cattle -ir
gle; age -Ft. Born in Palermo and attended the
town schools.
Brown. Alonzo A.. Lib ty. National Greenback, Baptist, farmer and lumberman, married; age 40. Burn in Montville. and attended
tile common schools. Select.nan. Assessor and
Overseer of the Poor eight years. Formerly a

a

of the .Mobile

be calls three

We arc sorry to sec women adopting the cti—
tom of feeble-minded young men. and parting
their names in the middle. ,1. Blizabetb Tone-

iiorsE.

Tasker.

what

>n

sugar, ensilage in the .South, and silk
culture for the Smith. Hr ha- giv n the lattei
ft trial, which proved unsatisfactory.

Rust, William M.. Belfast. (Waldo ..utit\
National Greenback, editor and publisher of
the Progressive Age.
[Xu return.j
Taber, dames I... I'nity, (Waldo -omity).
National Greenback. Friend, merchant, married; age Pi. Built in Yassalburo*. K inlets e
county ; educated in the town schools and at
"Friends School," Providenct R. I. Been engaged in trade eighteen year-: has been Postmaster. Town Treasurer, and Supervisor of
Schools. Member of the last Senate. Furuicrh
a Republican.
Believes in an ind'-petidenei in
political matters that will allow you to vote
your principles regardless of the name of party.

Always

i

sorghum

Republican.

a

agricultural editor

Tlie

opens lire

and attended the common school and Freedom
and Lincoln academics. Has filled the position
of chairman of board of Selectmen since March
1 >77. Member of the House ill lSsh-M Alwavs

It i- proposed to compel West Point graduates to serve three years a- non-commissioned
officers before promotion.

The emigration to this country last year numbered 7Jo.CIO persons, exclusive of t )sear Wilde,
Tug Wilson. Mr-. Langtry and Herr Most.

Bincoln and Tom Ochiltree. Col. Ochiltree
modesty and veracity.

alike noted for his

W.,

Seoi;'- bar lias not been removed. xhoitM p n

t he Tennessee legislature has adopted a resolution suspending the payment of the January
interest on the State debt.

Col. Tom Ochiltree, of Texas, says the He
ticket in I'd should be Hubert 1

publican

SENATE.

McAllister, (itty

and

boys

...

Legislators.

Greenback,

The coronation of the Czar will
place in April.

protest

of

From 1 low aril Owen's biographical sketches
of members of the Senate and House of Representatives of .Maine wo take the follows:

or

family and
ent during the last, solemn moments. The dying man recognized his family and with Lis last
breath attempted to hid them farewell.hut with
the word on his lips his spirit passed to the unseen world.
Mr. Morrill dies respected abroad
and beloved at home. In this city his loss is
felt like a personal bereavement in every family. His life is without stain, his record noble

tarid’on tin

mi .it t.
i.t. in- i.t t:s is lit km. n At
\
IUNllREb I.IVK.S TliOdAtil.V LOST,
rt.ltII X PS MuRE.

tint t i.

than

Hon.

~

j

i

of

—

i!illit

The other member of our lunch table
of four was a nice young man with hair
parted in the middle, a diamond pin,
pointed shoes, and trowsers so tight to
his legs that one would expect to see him
pound his legs ns boys do the bark of a
bass wood whistle in order to get them
off. He said that his father had an old
clerk who was one of the most reliable
accountants in the State, so reliable that
he had many times been called as an expert
in important cases before the courts. For
upwards of thirty years this old clerk has
never taken a seat at any table without
lirst sprinkling a few grains of salt upon
the chair in which he is tosit lie always
carries salt in his right side vest pocket
and before sitting down lie slyly drops a
tew grains into the chair, lie thinks that
so long as he does that he will
live, and
when he forgets to do it he will die. He

li-ts of the forty act- touching intoxication and the sale of intoxicating liquors
and of the local fish laws have been prepared,
file general index at the end of the book refers
not only to the text of the revision proper, but
to that of the Constitution of the Cnitcd State
and of Maine.
A reference index lias been
prepared in two parts; tile first traces file various sections and items of the last revision.
while the second performs the same duty for
all the public acts from 1x71 to ixxg. inclusive.
V reference faille ill two part- i- appended,
containing every chapter, section and item of
tie- third revision and of the subsequent publie laws, which i- not incorporated into the
pre-ait code, with the time and manner of its
repeal or substitution. A somewhat lengthy
note on tiie sources of land title- in Maine follow- tin* report, but i- not included in tin r
-inn

r._

«-

I.
Alter the husband's death, when the
£
four wives met in the lawyer’s office and
heard the true story of their one common 1
husband, and examined each other's mar- j
s.
; ;
; \ \
riage contract, their astonishment an be j
imagined. Neither could claim priority of
maniage. Neither could claim to be the
*'
/
>.*
■--£
or• legal wife.
Fortunately all were sen£
3=-=s=.s
sible women and they readily agreed to
divide the property equally and avoid all
I
/ /.
publicity. Each took the .*:{(((),000 and
It is found Hint, if the oyster industry lie
went her way quietly.
It is said that the widows, who as be- neglected. Maine ranks second only to Massachusetts in the extent and value of her sen fishfore said are excellent women, have be- eries. If the
weight of the products alone is
come friends and hate agreed to
regard considered, the six principal species, placed in
themselves as the widows of four brothers, the order of their importance, are as follows :
Pounds.
and to rear their children as cousins unCod.5U,004,325
til they are old enough to be told of the
.34,(it)5,UI2
Herring.
Mackerel.31,not,4.35
true relationship. An unsafe thing to do,
Hake.24.447,730
for what if some of them should become Haddock.17.728,733
lovers
Hut where in all the wide world Lobster.14,234,182
outside of New York could such a conIf. however, the money value is considered,
dition of things exist without exposure. the relative importance of the species is someThe following arrangement
New York is a great city. If you get rich what different.
represents the fisheries according to their value:
nobody cares: if you get poor nobody Herring fishery (including the sardine
cares: if y ou are well nobody cares, and
$1,043,722
industry).
halt,304
it' you are sick and suffering nobody Mackerel lishery.
Cod lishery.'.
0.70,753
cares: if you marry a wife
nobody cares, Lobster lishery. 412,070
27S.S3G
and if you marry ten wives ami they make Hake flshcrt..
Haddock fishery.
225,303
no fuss about it nobody cares.
The statistics are intended to represent the
When the lunch eater had finished the
fishing interests for 1880. The first lobsters
above story, a one eyed man who bad ever canned within the limits of the I'nited
been eating corned-beef and cabbage, States were put up in Kastport. in 1842. and.
laid down bis knife and fork and after with the exception of a limited business in Boston at various times, Maine ha- always had a
wiping bis mouth, sententiouslv remarkof the industry for the entire couned : "There’s some mighty curis folks in monopoly
try. In 1880 none were canned outside of the
this city if we only knowed uni.” He then state, and the table, therefore, shows the extent
of the business for the I'nited .States. The entold the following story :
tire lobster catch of Maine for the year is found
Mmie yeans since one ol our larger
to he lf.234,182 pounds, of which 4.739,808
merchants had a severe fever during I
pounds were sold fresh, and 9.404.284 pounds
which he conceived the idea that he had were put up by the twenty-three canneries loswallowed a live rabbit and that the rab- cated m different parts of the state. Several of
these canneries were owned by Boston capitalbit was living in his stomach
ists, hut the great majority belonged to PortHe recovered his health and is now land
dealers, who, in addition to their home inprosecuting ids business as successfully ti rests, operated 17 canneries in the Britisli
as before his illness, but
provinces. During the same season according
oddly enough lie to
the statistics furnished bj them, they bought
yet believes that there is a live rabbit 10.5 8,578
of live lobsters from the
within him. At first he had a whim that Provincial pounds
fishermen, from which they put up
the rabbit was a female with young, and 2.108.024 cans of the various brands.
The sardine industry is peculiar to Maine.
knowing the rapidity with which these
little creatures multiply he believed that In fact, if we except the menhaden, put up
in New Jersey several years ago, under the
he should soon become a walking rabbit
name of ".-hadine-" and ••club-fish,’" the induswarn 11.
In time however he dropped try was. up to 1880, confined exclusively to the
that notion and now believes be contains village of Kastport. Though experiments were
made in the preparation of herring as sardines
one rabbit
only.
the business did not practically
And the rabbit lias become a sort of early as 1800,
begin till 1875. since which time it has grown
pet with him. Kegularly three times per with remarkable rapidity. In 1880, as shown
day lie eats raw cabbage for the rabbit. If I hytlietables.it furnished employment to over
he goes away from home on business he 1,500 fishermen and factory hands in addition
to 370 fishermen belonging io New Brunswick,
takes a cabbage with him for the rabbit,
and the value of the products amounted to nearif hi- stomach gets a little out of order
ly *825,000.
he thinks there is trouble with the rabbit
1 n the Atlantic ('oast fisheries Maine employs
000
vessels, with 17,032.05 tonnage with 5,920
and fortliw it h stuffs himself with cabbage.
boats.
8,110 fishermen, 2,001 packers and factoHe avoids nil crowds through fear that
ry hands, and takes 202,048,449 pounds fish of a
i.i> rabbit may get jammed and hurt, and total
value of $3,014,178 with an invested capihe keeps away from all noises so that his tal of $3,375,994.
rabbit may not get frightened. And all
The Herald say- ( apt. Krskin of North Newthe time be is successfully carrying or. a
castle has
ut it
on his lumber lot that
down town business and is as sane as any measured 5 1-2 feetpine
on tlie stump: 18 feet from
limn in New York. l-l tell
ye there's some the stump there were three branches which
darned euris folks round,’’ lepeated the were sawed into logs. The length of the tree
from the stump to the last log at the top was 122
une-eyed man as lie assaulted an alleged feet.
The l>utt log remains in the woods: it is

pumpkin pie.

su-

adoption.
Complete

...

Window

u

and Iti are of a temporary nature; while As not
being of a general character, are omitted from
this ret ision, although unrepealed. The remainder, til 10 in number, attectiug 5P) sections and
paragraphs of the Itevi-i d Statutes, are wholly
or in part incorporated into the present revision.
In the performance of his work Judge (ioddard lias followed generally the order which
was adopti d in the r« \ ision of 1X57. and retained by the revisers of 1x71. and which lias thus
become familiar both to the legal profession
and the public.
In all eases where the phraseology of any unniended section of the third revision seemed to require alti ration the change
lias been noted, and where the style was so
concise as to involve obscurity or a violation of
grammar or sy ntax the Commissioner lias not
hesitated to suggest an improvement.
Simplicity has been promoted by the use of
Anglo Saxon English instead of its Latin equivalent. In obedience to the resolve the Commissioner lias suggested with proper distinguishing marks, several changes in order to
reconcile contradictions, obviate repetitions,
supply omissions and correct imperfections in
the Revised Statutes and subsequent laws, and
at the end of the report other amendments, less
obvious and imperative, are proposed. Special
attention ha- been given to tli marginal references to tile Constitution oft ic Cnitcd States
and it- amendments. The original spelling and
capitalization of the National Constitution lias
been restored. The dates of admission of each
of the twenty-tivo new States and of the secession and readmis-ion of the erven rebel States
are given, with a more full and complete account of the time and manne
of the adoption
of the fifteen amendments to the Cnitcd States
The four amendments to the
Constitution.
Constitution of Maine which lmve been adopted
-inee the promulgation of tiie new draft of
ls7ii, have been added to the revision, with a
full account of tile date and manner of their

A

Market.

of these its have liei

perseded, 44 substantially repealed, and :l'J expressly repealed: :>x others are acts of repeal,

For this do 1 tremble and start when the rose
on the vine taps my shoulder
For this when tie storm beats me down my
soul grow, ih bolder and bolder.
[Mary Mapes Dodge, in the Century Magazine.

At lunch yesterday a gentleman told
the following story of Metropolitan life:
In happy New England where the people
religiously attend to their neighbor’s
business as well as to their own such a
life is impossible, but here in wicked
Gotham, where every man attends folds
own affairs and cares not a tig for those
of his neighbors, such a life is possible.
Here is the story. Some thirty years
ago a young Greek came to this city and
entered into business. He bad rooms in a
business block and was supposed to be
unmarried. A few months since he died,
leaving property to tin* amount of sl,v!00.iKiii. His lawyer found among his
papers an informal will written by himself. whereby be gave this property to his
four wives in equal parts.
Attaeiied to the will was an explanatory paper to the effect that desiring
vigorous and healthy offspring and being
in doubt in regard to the national blood
which would form the best admixture
with his own, he had married four wives
English. French, German and Spanish,
and was raising a family by each wife,
lb' requested the lawyer to call these
wives together after his death and tell
them the true story ot his life and divide
the property equally betwa en them.
I pun
looking into the matter it was
found that the tour marriages were informal and by contract and that each contract bore the same date, to wit: - 1*. m.,
Nov. IP. ]-/(). Each wife told the same
story of her marriage. Each said that she
was engaged to the Greek and one evening when he was about leaving the city
for a few weeks he sent f< r her ti. come
to the hotel where he then lived. She
went, lie came into the room when she
was with the written contract in Ids hand
and both signed it. alter winch he hastily
left lor the train as she supposed. When
lie returned to the city they commenced
house-keeping and he spent such time
with her as his business would permit.
which was about one evening am; night
in a week.
Aon see he wrote lour marriage eontracts of the same date. Then he had the
1:111r girls come to his hotel at the same
lb hastily stepped into the room
hour,
of each girl and signed the contract with
even, s that in the coming years neither
wiie could claim priorty ot marriage. It
was also found that in naming
these
wives in his will and the explanatory
paper lie wrote them alphabetically and
eaued attention to the fact that he did

roi:

of flic Boston

sessions. 77ii pages,

leaping of

Three Good

commission 1:1:

Augusta correspondent
The following is an abstract
of the report -ubmitted by the Commissioner
on the re\ ision of the statutes. Judge (foddard.
in connection with the printed copies of the
statutes as collated by him : During the twelve
years that have elapsed since the third revision
ssn public law- have been enacted at eleven

heart unto heart with bliss that
can never he spoken ;
The passion that maddens, and shows how God
muv be thrust from ili- creatures.
The

Death

Journal write-:

ed at home ports is

limitless
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Interest.
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Statutes.

nir.in kkyisiox.

accomplished.

the sands with its my-

sparkle in breaking;
and the fury of ocean,

mi:

ihk

[Portland Press.]

play of tIt.■ jet lets of flame when the children laugh out on the hearth-stone;
The town or the prairie consumed in a terrible,
hissin<r combustion.

The

oi

Fishing

Maine

By Ur kindness of Mr. Willard, of the firm
of K. (I Willard
Co., president of the Portland Fish Bureau, we are able to lay lie fore our
readers a copy of the doings of the Maine fieri
for the pas! year, as forwarded to tile Boston
Fish Bureau to he incorporated in their annual
report. It lias always been impossible previously to collect these statistics, but since tho
formation of the Portland Bureau, last year,
and owing to its exertions the work lias 'been

The

proper conformations depend
i
i a. i.'iis to a great extent, and what is
]
ore importance the tempera• nt
be determined by the nature
■i
tile in.id ami the care received at an
j
"..1 i
i> is to the proper treatment live* weight.
ago.
Sheep ami Lamb-—The stippiy from :is< We-l !
ur <-oits we must look for the i'mpmvecost tin* same as t'i— i
last v.v k. Sheep
4
<•; Land's 5:
p tb.
x '-nt r.
iir horsi s. for it is
impossible to ou1.,swim*—\*'i--ternijf.bitat img- cost, landed at the
"
i'id oia s by any description of slaughter lion-.--.Ob ((7:, P tb, live weight. On .-P rg
-.pig-price- .re l'ro ii • ;>• i2-* P lb t*.r live weight:
tilt- ntiitter of primary
or £ > to £14 P head.
: •: tam e is attended t".
i!'n. oai
shot:id he ve ry early fed
A
Life In Danger.
as a
supplement to the mother's
Thi.- i.- the Let concerning every man. woman
ik. tr.d wild: put Upon pasture this and child, w ho has in
body the •< -is ,.j kidney
bladder, liver ami nvi*:ary di-ea-e-. from w!ii«*!i
1. *
la kind to cm-"!.rage the deIb-ea-i
the kidney-.
>11101
may spring Bright's
'.'tit
;.
:*•
If
1
and it i- th-* .uty
proper dir«*3i"U8.
pr«.-pect is -imply terribb
be rid
f t lie danger at oil.•*
I'-’ d>
g'. 'iiijo'i to tia- nervous u-uievery one 1
tins int tllii.iv. u-e Hunt'- Beniedy, the great kid
.■'.'.
:.li long logs, narrow eliost,
dey and ;v <-r medicine.
-.::ai! n
ies, tile j>astni•- should be
\ man is known by the comp\ Ik ks p-aw ay
at, s ecuient, w itery char- from.
in'b grows upon j1'. rich lands
Wheat Bit: r- re.: h every pari oi t|j.- human
tvegni/.ed as the 'a s.t for beef body. through the blood. 1).. m.t fail to give them jj
a
trial.
If. on the other liand, the colt is
: ‘-I to the
Fogg -ays !a- doesn't object to ( hri-tina- card-|
lymphatic temperament,
h large, flabby muscles. 11i■ k skin, long a- they arc a full pack.
It i-.-I a... that 'on v. ill feel im well or sutT* r !
'a or ami pate mucous membranes.
g
i
from iuuig -tion it y< a u-e Brown Iron Bitter-,
ha1 •• the most s- imulating
When 1 _rv saw
train
the dress of an old !
i t;,•Em
i'a.'titre, with plenty oi ground lady
he ren ark-, i that it wa- behind time.
■■■
.i.i'.iiiini.
Such
-its should be
and a-simiiatim> are pel tc-t.-d in ah
Digestion
g '-t
from
the cold storms
liy sheltered
c.a-es by “Wheat Bitters,’’ the gnat blood, brum
: i,
winter and spring : they should be ami nerve food.
.•••:,ed thoroughly, and be encouraged
Any girl will tell you that gold bangle.-arc warm:
take exercise.
All colts, whether in
er than wor-ted wristlet-.
■< mte.l for the turf, for
carriage horses
A Really (mod Thing!
: fa' : -nil and draught
purposes, should I- t;;.- universal expression from till who u-e lh art's
ter the skin. It beautifies tne com•c n g
i’.ariy exercised after they are two Wliite liiyeerim
and makes the skin .-»ft, cloarami healthof course this must be light plexion
y ears
ful. in-.-ides removing all imperfections.
Druggi-tand "i short duration at first, and be sell it.
*:a lually im-reased, but never carried to
The end sought lor, but not always obtained in
digue Eight work is no objection, pro
making investments—.divid end.
ting exercise is the object rather than
The Countrj.
: k : most farmers forget this essential
Who tna! has ever lived anytime in the country
in: ami iverwork their colts, and thus but niu-t have heard of the \ irtue- of Burdock aa blood puritier.
lit KImx K Ui.uoh Bmtkhs cure
ady prevent the lie.ietit to be deriv- dyspep-ia. biliousness ami all disord *rs ;iri-’in-_ j
n
iron: impure blood or deranged liver or kidney.-.
-.X'-iv <e. hi:: do their animals a
Brice £1.00, trial bottles 10 cents. For stile by it. 11.
m ary.
[Country Gentleman.
Moody. Belfast.
.'

Kuroiu

wind as it startles some nounladen flower from its dreaming;
The hurrieati
crashing it- way through the
home- and the life ol' tin- valley.
The

son

Wkdnksday, .Ian. lo.
A in- um <»f st.H-k .it market: Cattle, 1725; sheep
ami lambs, >b»*5, -wine, Hh»'»7o; veals, ."mi; number
of western eanle.l t>northern ami eastern cattb*, 255.
Brie.-- of beef cattle P 1<)0 tb live weight, extra
-;ua'.. £7 no a 7 25; lir-t, £•> nu<i»5 -7 3 .-• • •<■ml. £5
oo<j5 -7 2; third, £1 min >7;; poorest grades <»1
coarse o\en, ! nils, etc., £5 min5 -7
Brighton Hides, '.'Cc p tt.. Brighton Tallow.
>«*
P tb: Country Hides, light ones, h1.,-- P tt..
iieavy, >-2c P tt*. < ountry Tallow, 4'.fj.V p tb; (.alt'
>kin.-. 1 .j J 2 ,<• P It.: Siict-p ami Lamb skin-. £1 ,i
£1.25 each.
Working oxen—A few pair- e-mli week i-all tin\V
market require-.
nme -a!i pair, girth fit..
7 in, live wi ight 27<• it.. £155: 1 pair,girth u it.. •: :u
25110
live Weight
!b. £15'i; 1 pair, girth 7 ft ,2 ill., live
Weiglil .’<5oa tt.. £1»55: t pair, girth 7 It. 0 in., live
vv-ight Mono tt*. £!55 p pair.
Mill’ll < o\\
Kxtva. £ .51 * a -I i; ordinary, £j.5al-.
springer- ;m* £2 -.p;5 p head. Wi ih.; -ale- of 1
cow amt
at £05:
d<». £t".
-j.riug. r £50: 1
new
milch cows at £5.5 p in a-i: 2 do, at
to, £'55:
2 fa now • >\\-, £25 eaeb.
£•'.2 50 earn
Veal <at!ves :
p lb,
good demand at 5 to 7

Maine’s

lvaeh of the desert.

j

Cattle

through the lattice to waken
tin- day-loving baby;
of light in the -im-.smitteii
horror
pitiless

The ray stealing in

of The Western Final, wish to mot cuttings of woody plants, and fail because
: they have not the facilities of the greenhouse not tht1 knowledge to insure success
without these means. 1 have never failed
to cause oleander cuttings to strike an
abundance of roots when I practice the
following method :
l ake two empty wide-mouthed bottles
(quinine bottles are very good), ami tie
three small straps to the neck of one of
them, projecting upward an inch or two.
Then fill it two-thirds full of water and
insert your cutting, which should have
all the leaves taken off except the upper
ones. Now gather the leaves together and
invert the other bottle over them, placing
them neck to neck, and tie the projecting
strap to the upper one so that it will not
fall off. Place the bottles in the window
of a w arm room where they can receive
the ray s of the sun a part of the day ami
in three or four weeks roots will start
fmm the lower end of the cutting, which
can be transferred to a pot with moist
soil as soon as a sufficient number have
started to ensure a healthy growth.
Che philosophy of the operation is that
the evaporation of water from the lower
bottle, togethei with the water pumped
up by the plant and then thrown out on
the air by its leaves is confined by the
upper bottle, making a humid atmosphere. which is favorable to the growth
of plants. 1 have never failed to obtain
splendid roots from all the cuttings I have
tried in this way.
A professionable florist wished me to
send him some ohsindei cuttings, and
wanted only the tips of the branches,
claiming that they were the only ones
tl at would produce plants. I use two or
three from each branch, and tind the
second ones thro' out more vigorous
roots than the first, the wood being well
ripened. Those who have oleanders
should be very cart ful if children Vre allowed near, as the juice is a violent poiBrighton

says that some day tic shall forget to put
salt iu his chair and that day lie will
surely die.
•‘Curis," said tin* one-eyed man.as the
last bit of pic disappeared down his enormous throat.

Tin’ snow-link*1 that softly, all night, is whitening tree-top and pathway;
The avalanche suddenly rushing with darkness
and death to llie hamlet.

Many persons, wiitesa correspondent

■

■

Enfol dings.

a

Notes.

Butler has been tvvelv.- years preparing hi- message. and naturally has a good d-xtl to -ay. And
it must he atlmitted that he sat it well. Butler
is ever sensational and never
1

intellect is plainly
his younger

a-

days.

lavishly praised abroad,
at

home.

For

stupid,

ami his

active anti aggressive as in
Yet his utterances, while
arc

sharply

the

example,

ritiei-ed

New York Sun

says : "It is a remarkable paper, such as might
be expected train -> remarkable* tuan. It i-

uncommonly long,

c;

no nonsense

y et nothing eommonplat
i- breathed: -hr -ud. patient, pi

in-

sistent, clear -igliteil. tpiiek wit teil. lev a -1 lieatled." l’er contra, the Springfield. Mass.. Republican pronounces Governor Butler's inaugural
"the most magnilie. ii* humbug and swindle of
a long life of demagogic effrontery anil preten-

tion."

It would be difficult to reconcile state-

ments so
ever,

the

that

eontlieting.
a

popular

good deal

'Then-is

kid-gloved

street,

or

doubt, how-

belief that Massachusetts lias long

been under the control of
ed.

no

of the laudation is due to

a

clique of

cold-blood-

aristocrats who reside on Beacon

thereabouts, and that Butler intends

give them a healthful shaking up. The outside public is ready and waiting for tin- shaking
to begin.

to

There are some louu t-enoes from the passage
of the Civil Service bill. The men who are opposed to it. (deft ated or Democratic members)
declare that the supporters of the measure
were only a pack of t owards, w ho were whipped into enacting a farce by the clamor of the
press and the ignorant demands of the people.
There is a proposition to reduce the salaries of
Government clerks. Robeson is credited with
the purpose of endeavoring to reduce tin* salaries of naval officers 10 per cent.
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ntrusted with the

are

W

thought

an

quite

an*

naming

of

a

succes-

late Collector Morrill, and that the

to tlie

chain*.

favor Col. Fred N. Dow.

to

that

-ure

no

better selection could

made and that, for many reasons, the appointment of Col. Dow will command general apb

In the first place it must be conceded
prox al.
that Portland's claims to the office are not to be
d.-r

nd' i.

a

ate.

si

t'u

ra-

in.

alxvax

The

with
it i-

go to

,'Judge

!-

Farrir.atoii. Fry« burg, ins).tor of Hill Fra
liel.ii-ui. ol. Frank D. Fulk n. Hangor. Ai.l-

lack of

of
se-

lair that this office should

non-resident.

And

as

Portland

%

<ieei>ion must

a

in hi- invo’-.

(‘ampin

metropolis
capable men to

xpre-sod. through her leading
preference for Col. Dow. it would

:>

that

-ee-.ii

no

commercial

hardly

a

is-aid to h
ei'i/.-n-.

inspector

,-mmi'sary

tin

*r

Norway. Adjutant
Faymaster

<.- n.

Collectorship.

i-hingluii despatches state that by consent
.Maim delegation. Senators Hale and

\\
:

I

Portland

in other

necessarily he made
respects his candidacy

strong one. Ilis character i> above rea
hi-qualilieatious undoubted. Hit was

a

1

hat th»*

principle* of civil service reform
amp: l.ieut. Col. William A. i;. i'.ooibliv,
rv ill,
Aid-de-( amp: I.i- ut. ('ol. U
m-l tin consideration of such claims, a
(
iiais. Aiil-'i,—( amp: l.ii-ut. ( oi. \. [;.
King.
-•’■'•i deal might
-aid of Col. Dow’s invaluaN alley. I.i-.v jston. A id-, !■ -Camp: l.ieut. Col.
ble party service*, particularly during the last
" iliiam F. lioar'lnian. ( '.dais.
Aid-de-i’amp:
i.i, ut. ( ol. Charles (
Hurrill. Kllsworlh. Ai 1- campaign in Main** a- > -civtaryof the State ( oui'|e-C:inip: l.ieut. c,,l. .1. Frank Hayden. Haiti, i liiift« e. Hut he an afford to waive nil that and
Yid-d,‘-i amp: ii, \. Tli'iinas Tvrie. Aid,urn. I
(
b.ipbiin: Mab liuel T. M •l.efiaii. F.-rtiai,-!. -tendon tin* re.-ommendations of the busine-s
lm u q
Portland, and bis titne-s for the place.
Military Secretary.
1

1

■'

ati

■

m-t

j

<

!

a

t;i I i:v mi: nil

iiikii maim

MD'

In a l" ■ •; at the Soldiers' reunion in Pori
land two yi nr- ago. (.mentor Plai-li'd made
lit' statement Ilia! 110 Main** regiment lost a tlag
during tin' war. We untie; in tin- "Southern
Historical Papers." (vol. s. pages 4:11 and 4!I.'h
that (o n. .1. II. l.aii" of lie \1rll1 Car ilia
Brigade says his brigade eapturi <i the colors of
th. Third Maim Regiment at tin haul, of
liaileeliorsv ;l|e. I- ((mernur Plai-t' d or (ten.
■ •urn- corr ■■!? I.. 1 us ii< ar iTmu the ":'i Third
Maim
Lincoln County New-.
~

in (;i:n 1:1: u

Rohie iia- i»". u mad" a Ma-ti r M i- r.
I ii. iii nnebmik Star says that work has oiu11 a 'He'd mi th,
lii.'iim lunik ,V K'liiii'liunkport
Railroad. It is expected the ears will he running
"ii tin- l'nad in .Tune.
Bo'h of nilr Maine Senators voted again -1 ivin-tuting l it/ John l’orti r. I; i« thought tin
H"tl-e A iii eolletir with the -ellule.
Mr-. Prisejlla Mo.ier- di"d in Bath \\ • in—
day a! the wouilerflilly advam-i 1 age uf toe
> ar-and !( months. "Prisey I Xirling" wa- hi r
tamiliar mini
She ", a- a d'livd vv u....
i'll" August a Saving- Bank wa- it
m: "l'at
in 1' 1'. By tin-death nl Mr. Morrill. Win. R.
Smith. Treasurer of th" Bank, i- t! 1 one survivor of the original corpora; rM i-s Su-an A.. Ha!a av ii. t a
r] \ of |c:
r.
upon whom ( dhy 1 11 i\ n-i11 h'stowed tin
In norary
gr- of M. A. ,1. i-':.. j- Prop-snr
"f Botany ill Wellesley 1 clieg
s. rap from the
skeieln of tSi
Biogr
M min
an r. : ".l.i-. pli ];.
i's"! the .Mail! ]..
Moore,
riiomasion.
Democrat. in religion
Independent as a man can lie whose wife and
in*'tin r-iu-law are I’.apii-t-: lawver. marred
age 41."
lherc i- -"iii" eonfu-ion about the date of
S' liati.r Morrill's hirth.
pimiv's ('01141-1 —j.inal
Hireelory gives May tl. Isle: North's History of
Augu-ta. May tl. is 1:;; front some other -"inei
''''iii'
iln* dat" March. I'll, given R\ -m mi
m wspapers. Tne K"Hn-lo
.Iinirnal. tin don' ;.
a."
the an; hem ie date. Mav
ispy.
Iln- Ivitnx ,v l.iueoin railroad tax t" tie
amount of Styo.-Jti as-.--id
liy the (ioviriior
:,nd Council la-t March. remains still
unpaid.
■iii" half d"/"ii other road-in the Stale
hav
of similar kind unpaid, a- shown in tin
Trea-urei"' report, the (.ran.I Trunk heading
iii" lisi with a liaiane" of sPi.ii'.i.'i.ru;.
nojiaid.
secretary Folger has issued the following
"I'der: “In r. ""gnitinii of the public sen ie.
lion. l.ot .11. Morrill, formerlv
Secretary of
asury oj the ! nited States, and as'a mark
t'f>
1 respeet for his
-s
liii'im
nil, In
ineitiury.
stl-p tided in the Tr. a-ury iX partim nl tii l:5tli
iilst.. tin- day of hi-funeral, and the Tn i'iin
building he draped fm thirty davs."
("■orge W. Swallow of I'.ovvell. Ma—.. aim
i"
Lewiston Wednesilnv and found hi- wife
viiu willi one l.arl l>. Roij"rts|iaw. Mi-,
'v. allow i- the mother "f tiv"
"hiklren. t\xof
"lxtin she brought to Lewiston. Rob, rt'havv
aarraigned in tin l.ewi-ton muniejpal court.
1 iiiirsiiay. and ordered to
rcogniz" in S.'ioo ,-u
i"
-Linnary term. He cmid no; get -un 1 !■■- and
v
taken to jail. Mrs. Swallow refu- d to go
with her husband.
*"A.
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written the President has

was

the Senate the nomination of Frederic
N. D »\x\ for < olleetor of Customs for the Di>tr;- t of Portland and Falmouth.
lit

to

Tile

Trouble

Has

Begun

I'li" posters of a well-known minstrel eotti!'any its ,l to announce. "The Trouble begins
1 le trouble seems to have begun at Vibatty with tli" inauguration of Gov. root- ( 'levei:111• I ::■ 11i to haw Ic.-n
vigorously maintained
'Lire.
I’li" Albany correspondent of the Bosit

says: "The events of the first ten days
administration have created a wide-l’l'ea i feeling that, after all. there has only
ton "t

if

o! to'

m w

0

it

change

a

that tlie
tb

f-i.o that

set of bosses for another,
is worse than the first, from

ot

lit"

set

new

they

selfish, of contra ctd view-, and of far le-- ability."
It appears
t!:.i' tin new Governor -who means well but
don't know lion
ami lb- Legislature, have
ta

the hands of a

mlo

an

are more

clique of politicians

savory antecedents and who are
"tuning matters with a high hand. Discord
m l di'-'it-iiui have followed tin
developments

■at

n"t

I

■

t'

i'li).

of course, and clevt”
.till 1*' b out for lss-t js -aid b have tints
eatlv
one
til grief.
Already the Xew York World
—

as

a

matter

l Sim lone pronounced the Governor a faille
and tie n are unmistakable
signs of rebellion "it the part of several of the local leaders.
m

I"1'

i-

leu by

'.id state of affairs,

a

certainly,

unexpected by intelligent
'The

Hawaiian

but

readers.

Treaty.

I In 'pa stiott of the abrogation of the Hawaiian in an is soon to he
considered hv < 'on°Tcss.
i; is the
! itiiiin
""-lit

opinion of tin Xew York Herald—an
\n
heartily ndorse -that the treaty

be abrogated. 'The Herald
savs: “It
tii.it tli" people of Hu, Cnited states
shoiiM be taxed for tin benefit of a small
regiment. or company, rather, of sugar
not

itt

Spreckels,

1

adfornia

through

t

refiner,
ongres-;

which

lobbied the treaty

and the

exhibiting of the
“King" Kalakuua tliroughout

""H r-i.red
lb.- eouii'ry was a
part of their scheme for
humbugging this people and government. The
Haw aiian treaty lias not made
sugar cheaper to
utr p upl". nor have we received
any advttn•n-'
i" Die way of supplying
goods to the isi 'lt ls that we would not have without the
Nor has tlie treaty been beneficial to
It “has enriched a small knot of
speculators and avaricious planters, not a hundred
ii twaii.

,, v.

•did-1' Liliby 's ii'iininatioii lias lieeii eotiiinit- ! persons in all: but it lias
oppressed and impovd and In- lias ipialified.
erished tb mass of people on the islands."
The Senate eoimnittei mi temperann wasuntiin. se have been imported to work on the
ia■' 1 need
Friday a- follow-- Mes-r-. Maxw.-il
’l 't'k. I aber of \\ aido. Stearns of (ixford.
'■'gar plantations in such numbers that
they
I ln- movement fur the reform of our divorce
"begin to be feared In those wlio imported
Av- ivigor" i-ly begun. Large numbers o]
lions, pray ng for tin t reform, are pouring them." and tli" present condition of affairs
ut" the legi-lattii',
I here is about a- bad as ii well can be.
The
Tin 1 X'lnO'T it-. Us Usual, liml fault with tie
sooner tli
treaty is abrogated the better for
eommittetMr. Rust of y\ aid", wanted to be
Hawaii and for this country.
"it tin .Judiciary Committee.
Oneof the able-t
Democrats in the House i-on tie committee,
in the
nate oil the loth iust., Mr.
however.
Frye inDov. Rohie and Stall'and (o n. ( iiamberlain troduced a joint resolution to
for the
provide
and Mall' have accepted an inv Ration, tendered
I'Tiniiiation of article- is to 23 inclu-ive, anil
Iln in by tin field and stuff "Hirers and
honorary •3'iele :;o
members of the Second Rcgilll 111. to III(tie- fishery articles) of the treaty bepreslit at a reception at tin1 Bangor House. March
•"
li
t
>. and (treat
Britain, concluded at
'tb.
\\ a-liiugtoii. May s, Is7|, and moved its referHi'
Governor ami ( 'oum-il elected Major
ence 1,1 tlie committee on
( liar!
.1. lions.- a- tln-ir
Foreign Relations.
M«->'i-ngi-r. h will 11'
I.-' remember.-.! that Major House was .m-tr.l
--aid li
was very anxious the committee
Irum his position as Messenger l.v <»,»v. ITai-.- should act
promptly in the matter. These arti'■■‘l some two years since, lie instating hi- son.
cle- Ilf ihe treaty ought not to he allowed to
I-1 •. 1- ri.-k \V. Plaisted in House's stead.
I he Executive < ouiH-il was organized (,u the continue In fore.- another
day if it could lie
• "tli and the several committees
appointed. avoided, because the li-hing privileges which we
I In
following are tie chairmen: Warrants,
cave to the < anadians were
Hateli. Accounts. Locke; State
very valuable, while
Prison, Gurui'h: Election Returns, Swas-t : Taxation and tlio-e which
they gave us were worthless. Mr.
A.
E.
Crockett: Public Lands
expenditures.
Frye said tie- ( anadians were permitted to ex•Old Jiuildings, A. 1
( roekett; State p.netieiport their li-li to tlie l nited States, free of duty
aries and Pensions, J-'essyid.-n : Reform Sr-hool.
Holster: Insane Hospital. Roister: Public Ju- during the whole
period of the treaty. During
st ruction, Locke: Military Affairs. Swa-ev: InIssj ;lie amount of duties remitted under this
dian Affairs. Hatch; Library. Fessenden"; Payprovision in the collective district of Boston
Roll, Cornish.
Mr. Emery of Ellsworth, and Kimball of and Gloucester alone, was over
$300,000. So we
Rockland, are in Augusta, in consultation with
paid the ( anadians a bonus of $3,300,000 for the
tie- railroad committee, it is said,
respecting
the Pm-ksport and Ellsworth mad. There fprivilege <>l taking 470 barrels of mackerel a
also talk about the shore line. George
Yea- year, and then paid them $300,000 more a year
ton. attorney for the Poston and Maine road,
by duties remitted in only two collection dislias been ill Augusta, but if lie came lo seek
legislation for bis road or anv other, lie was ti'iels: referred to the committee on foreign reTic- Knox and Ejm-oln
lations.
li Mr. Frye's resolution is carried, the
'cry quiet about it.
railroad will ask for legislation to enable tintreaty will he abrogated two years from next
mortgagees and stockholders to sell or lease
Hie mad to whomsoever will buy or lease, and July 2J. ns two years' notice is required.
also to enable it to change its location in severi'lie Lewi-ton Journal continues the
al places, that it may avoid some of its numerpublicaous bridges.
tion of letters on tlie "fail tax"
The
question.
The Superintendent of s.-bools, in his
report, nm-t striking new suggestion contained in the
recommends some changes in the free lug],
Flo rs publi-hed
school Jaws for the enactment of a
.Saturday, i- that of ex-Attorpenalty for
the failure of the school committee or
ie y < eiieral
Finery. who suggests that the polisupervisor to make a financial report, same as now
cy which was lir-t adopted under Gov. Dingexists, regarding school returns; a reduction
le
administration, he carried further oil and
in
Injure appropriations for holding teachers'
meetings: and the enactment of a l:iw compell- Hia: the 320(1 business corporations in Maine
ing school committees and supervisors to use
that have received a valuable
privilege from
'late examination papers at all examinations
the $ta: •• and which are not otherwise
"f teachers for a eertilieal.:-. Tictaxed,
shows
report
increase in attendance of scholars over !ss 1
shall pay an annual tax for the continuance of
and a very successful year’s work in all parts their franchise. Mr.
Kmerv also suggests that
of the State.
a license fee in-imposed on all new
corporations
for tic |ji-t grant of the franchise.
The Drouth.
tin: tosses it has caused. and its
ON BUSINESS.

I lie Maine hanks

effect

There

The Poston Journal of the lllli inst. printed
details of the effects of the prolonged drouth in
Maine. Now Hampshire and V ermont. Ticloss of water power, it appears, is serious and
there is m\ich domestic distress,
in Manchester. X. IE. some 2,000 operatives are idle. The
lumbermen of Maine suffer severely, the product of the saw mills being reduced by some
20.000. 000 feet. The rivers of Maine arc low-r
than for half a century and losses on account of
suspended operations reach many thousand
dollars. The mills on the Penobscot lose over
8100.000. In Southwestern Maine hundreds of
farmers are
compelled to resort to snoyv water,
and cattle are driven miles to ponds and brooks.
The Merrimac river is lower than ever in the
history of the manufacturers upon its banks.
The great mills at Nashua and Great Falls, liesides those at Manchester, are running half to
two-thiols time. In Vermont there is a great
inconvenience from the drouth.

Lady Florence Dixie has expended 15,000
relieving the distress in the West of Ireland.

in

are

no

make

hanks than those in

better conducted
this State.
They made

bad losses last year, and
short accounts are reported.
no

good showing.

a

sounder or

no

defalcations

And the fact that

savings hanks have nearly $30,000
posit. speaks well for the prosperity
people.
our

or

on

de-

of the

Augusta Thursday night. F. B.
Torrev of Bath, was chosen chairman, and 1,.
II. Murch of Belfast, secretary. The sentiment
was against further
fusion, hut it was agreed
to manifest a
conciliatory spirit towards the
Greenback wing and retain it in the
party if
possible.
at

for
12 !

hound to Portsmouth. N. II., was found which
wanted two sailors. Here was the chance
decided to try the little collier.
was a small, two masted

we

The Joe Turner

schooner of 100 tons, commanded
named Soule.

tion.

amended in the 1stti

Air. Knott of

out of the
backs.

Kentucky moved to
substitute all the provisions for

He stated that

subsidy

strikeout the

his intention

sec-

strike

('apt. Soule

draw-

downcast

was

to

l.ost, 0,'! to 1:11.
Mr. Mills was reject-

clause,

An amendment ottered by
ed. Tbr vote then recurred on the committee

substitute,

and it was agreed to, yeas 134, nays
(It limits the amount of drawback to the

b(i.

collected in any
tides for free materials.)

tonnage
The

tax

year and pro-

one

Journal's Washington

Boston

corres-

pondent telegraphs Friday night as follows:
Governor Dingley lias achieved a great triumph in the passage of the Shipping bill. II
has succeeded in passing a measure which remotes the existing burdens upon the running
of American ships, and ha.- placed American
merchantmen on an equality with British ships.
It will no longer, for instance, be possible for
British steamships to enter the port of New

York every two weeks and to pav the same
tonnage dues as American sailing vessels entering the port of l'ortland. The Governor letbeen to-night highly complimented for his skill
in securing the removal of the restrictions upon
American commerce, while at the same time
preventing the incorporation in the bit I of the
free trade amendments relative to free ships.
What Mr. Dingley himself thinks of the measure
and its effects is shown by the following interview with The Journal correspondent:
“The bill," said Governor Dingley, "is of
mole importance than appears at tirst glance,
it addresses itself entirely to the running of
American vessels in competition with their
English rivals. Tile main cause of the decline in
our merchant marine engaged in foreign trade
foi the past go years ha- been the inability of
our vessels to compete in running' with English
vessels. This i- believed by all ship-owners to
be one of the chief causes of the decline of our
merr.iant marine.
I hey altnlmti' this to our
laws relating to mercantile marine ; to the burdens heaped upon them by these laws. The hill
passed by the House to-day removes tlr se
burdens. All the Chambers of < unmeree and
all of tie- associations relating to shipping made
their complaints in that direction. They said, as
we go abroad and undertake to compete with
our English rivals we find ourselves burdened
by such legislation as ilm three mouths' extra
For example, one captain complains
wages.
that he comes home with a bill of perhaps a
hundred dollars imposed by Consuls.
Another
captain complained that iie was detained so
many weeks In charges preferred again-! him.
which brought' him before a < 'onsul, and there
were fees to lie paid, and all his bills w re increasing. Another captain brought home -i\
destitute seamen that wore put aboard hi- vessel by an American ( onsul. He was obliged to
bring them home on a ninety days' passage, and
got *lu cadi for them under the law- of the
t inted Slates I lie cost of the provisions \\ liieli
they consumed on the voyage was ten times
that. Now in this hill we address ourselves to
the removal of all of those burdens. All the
ship-owners have -aid. if we can have al these
burdens removed we call compete with the
English vessels. We hav removed every one
of these burdens. We have conformed our
laws as to the running of v essels substantially
to the English standard, and have abolished all
charges for tonnage tax. which has been levied
heretofore annually Tim result of that lias been
to discriminate against our sailing ves-eis. Most
of our vessels engaged in foreign trade are
sailing v s-els. I 11:i\ in my own district forty
vessels engaged mainly in tie- East India trad".
They make hut one trip per year, yet these vessels on entering tie* port of N'ev'v York pay a
tonnage tax of thirty cents. which i- tie ir pavlii' nt for tie- ys ar. The English
steamships pay
thirty cents for entering V w York ten line
The result is v\v have 1
n
discriminating
against our own u
1-. Now wi have taken
tiie English standard: we charge twelve cents
on each entry: thu- tin English steamers will
have to pay one dollar an I twenty ei ntsa year,
just tli" same a- they vvoiiidoiicnteringlhcport
oi Liverpool, widle our sailing vessels vv
i ha\
to.pay only twelv- cent-. After the running
problem is solv-d we will lie n approach the
free shill problem.
In fact, tlii- hill allows tie
free importation of materials u-eil in : lie manufacture of articles tor vessels, -ueli a- muuila
for cordage. This is a beginning in the direct ion
of free ships and five materials. JIv belief is
that within two years there is going to be
another great revolution in vessels used in
our carrying trade. They will lie changed from
iron to steel. There is going to tv an invention,
in fact it is substantially well developed now.
by which steel will iv made as cheap as iron,
and my impres-ion i- that then will not lie
many more iron vessels built. Mr. Hitt of
Illinois, who, in his eonneedon witii the State
Hepartmenl and a- Hiplomatie Agent abroad, is
well acquainted with this subject, said to im toniglit that there bad been no bill connected with
our commercial marine pa—ed for
fifty years
that had near thu importance of this bill which
passed the House to-day. I think the lull will
pass the Senate without any trouble. It has the
entire support of tie Senate l 'ommerce < 'ommittee and of the Senate m nil) r- of the .hunt
Special t 'onimittce."'
—■

Maine has reason to feel
tion in Congress.
ative Dingley was
a

spring of 18(>7 I found myself in the
City of Brotherly Love—Philadelphia—with a
desire to get north. My companion was an
elder brother, and together we had passed the
winter at sea. Cruising about the wharves at
the northerly part of the city, a small coal laden
schooner named the Joe Turner, of Portland,

sought and

as

measure

proud

delegaI’epresent-

of tier

While last week

carrying through

the House

that will lie of great benefit to our

ship builders and owners. Senator Frye was
looking after the tithing interest and S-nator
Hale was fighting tile whisky lobby. Itupresentativi lteed may al-o always lie relied upon
to use his lotpi 'tie.' and ability in behalf of
In ability and industry
every good measure.
the Maine delegation is second to none.
Attention is directed to the card of the law
firm of Hale, Emery .V Hamlin of Ellsworth.
The new member of the firm. Mr. Hannibal E.

Hamlin,
Bangor,

is

a

son

and

of Hon. Hannibal

Hamlin,

of

graduate of Colby I niversity
and tin* Harvard Law School.
The senior
members

a

Senator Ifale and

are

lion.

L.

A.

Emery, former Attorney General of Maine.
All bu-iness entrusted to this firm wiil receive
prompt and faithful attention.
that

oil

point

from

We can speak

experience.

The dreadful

contingency of a second term
for Governor Butler i- already causing sensitive Bostonians to lie awake at nights, of the
General's declaration in hi- me—have
neither vvi-h

nor

intention again to ask the suf-

frages of the people of the Commonwealth for
the position 1 hold." the Transcript says :
"'That isn't saying lie won't take it if it is offered to him again."

Apropos of tlii! edict of the French governagainst American pork, and the exportation of drugged French wines and brandies to
thiscountry, the American Register pertinently
t

Why

should not the Fluted States, for better
take equal thought for its citizens and
exclude French rot in return for the French
embargo on wholesome American provisions?
reasons,

Hon.

Schuy ler Colfax has been interviewed
on the political situation,
lie is confident of a
Republican victory in Issf, but predicts a companic

mercial

in the near future

as

the result of

the extravagance of the people last year, the
absorption of a large amount of money in railroad
ance

enterprises, and of the change in the
trade, which i- now against us.

bal-

of

Of the potato crop of isst. a report from the
Department of Agriculture says: "Small as
was the crop last year, the average price
(per
sfs.t;:!. which has not been exceeded
acre)
iu any season since ls7-l. illustrating the fact
that partial failure of a crop does not reduce
was

the income received from it.
The 8th of

January was observed in Boston
by a banquet, attended mainly by Democrats,
and at which merely incidental reference was
made to the hero of New Orleans. The object
of the gathering appears to have teen to celelauded

as a

Butler, whom Gen.

bigger

man

The funeral of lion.

Rlaisted

than Andrew Jackson.
Lot M. .Morrill took

place at Augusta on Saturday last,
largely attended. The services were

and was
very im-

pressive. A sketch of the deceased is published
oil

the first page of this week's Journal.

At

temperance meeting in Phillips last
week. Rev. C. \V. Foster made an excellent
speech, and in dosing urged the young ladies
to organize a"Dou't-Murry-a-Muu-i f-he-1 >rinks’*
a

Society.

Good advice!

There is trouble in New York

city

as

well

as

at

Albany. Mayor Faison has surrendered to
John Kelley, and the Auti-Tanunany Democrats
are exceeding wroth.
The ice harvest on the Hudson is an abundant one. the yield being thirteen inches thick
and clear. This is a had outlook for the Maine
ice crop.

S. \\

I >orsev bus tendered bis
The Maine Legislature has taken hold of its
resignation as
Secretary of tbe Republican National Commit-1 w°rk in a business-like
way, deserving of gentee, on account of physical
eral
disability.

commendation.

was

the

skipper who,

by an old
captain's

duty,

favor of his relatives
He was like another
was

of the crew,

one

who gave an order like this “Stranger, you
go out and furl tin' 11 yi ng jib. J»lm you coil up
the down haul, and I'll go down below and see
what time it is. then we'll all have a job."
We left behind us the beautiful city of Phila-

delphia,

with

broad, checker-board like

its

streets, its tine buildings, its teeming wharves
amt were soon in the broad river below.
is usual

in

As

fresh water river, Hie
alongside and Jack supplied himself with enough to wasli his clothes,
for salt water was never intended for laundry
purposes. The wind being unfavorable anchor
was dropped off Bombay Hook among a large
licet of vessels. Late in the afternoon of April

leaving

casks were tilled

a

from

'-’litli. the wind came off front the northwest in
a
piping gale. A small, old and deep laden
collier is not

a very comfortable vessel in which
buffet the waves, but our aptuin decided to

to

tile

only
Putting double rei f- in tlm
sails vve started just as the night came on. Below Bombay Hook is a slma! called Joe l'iog-

start,

tiurs

was

vessel in the fleet to

get under way.

Belfast

and

Vicinity.

A

Fun

Nkw

ms

sritscuiBEKS.

I'he next

of the lead found but three fat horns,

east

captain

bewildi

was

self in mid channel.
ed the leadsman.
be don

•itiickly,

d. for he

rt

And

(

supposed

Kir

him-

half two!" shoutWhat was to be done must
a

but before many minutes the
on a -and shoal known as

vessel struct: it aviiv
loll
coast,

Davises, eight miles off the New Jer.-ey
dust imagine for a moment a vessel

howling off before the wind, under double reefed sails. going at t lie rate of nine or ten mile- an
hour, and have her bring up all standing against
a

reel',

lie concussion was terrible.

i

o'clock at

ten

night

could lie

that

and

intensely

were

seen

the

Il

was

dark.

\I1

breaking

crest

they came tumbling toward the
expend their fury against her -: !e.

wave-as

sel to

gale
tion

increased

hurricane.

a

on M >nday evening next.
Ilersey drew the prize skates, at the rink in
this city. Saturday evening. The skates were nickel
plated and a very line pair.

the ebb.which

kept the

flood, when she began

higher,
driving all
schooner began
and

at last carrying away the
band- otl'tbe quarter deck.
to make water rapidly and

beat and
I'm-

ii was soon

esse! quiet until ‘lie next
to pound. The seas rolled
v

blent- that she lnusl become

ev

tal Ios-.

Mow to save our lives w.
tb on
tiou, and il was not an easy one to answei now
that our boat w as gone and the schooner rapidlv

lining

—

with

Fellows of t’nity will have
Thursday (‘veiling, Jan. 25th,

on

fit oi Invi -tus Lodge.
literary chancier.

cohe ing from the
mild weather

ned the ice in

Mr

an

entertainbenebe of

a

badly poisoned

was

<»i

our

L. J. Morison

telegraphs

Belfa-t,

«.f
-f

la-t

from

consultation was held
id d to le. go the anchors to Imld

and it was d.
her whole >:i
shoal water.

wa-

lit

so

u'e

that she

might

sink in

trying

law oilier

llu*

re

occupied by

subsequently
W”odo. h

"\

.Join

his

m

cd

v

-i"!e

his otliee I" the

awful moment to the live

in

sinking

file -ehoou

1.

v<

staggering like
forward,
fa

plunging
th-

\t

v.

drunken

a

-am

1

beam-ends
Willi

laying
impulse

an

r

m

rose on

man

that

n on
a

and

sea

--a

G.
d\

Id

mplar-

I’racket t, (.rand s< < retarv of the Good
"l Maine, rca miy -cut blank
petitions to

lodge

signature**, a.-king the
Leg;-!.iFire [ -ui mil an amendment to the people
1 • ngraft in! • the constitution our present prohibitory law- He i-n *u reviving about thirty peti-

"en

dad*

•‘>ns

F

~i_.v

thirty

a*et

fr

lifteeii

m:

hundred

..

nam

ant;, bar Have present-

city, as a token
o| re-pe. ;. w uii a very 'land-onw
gold-headed ebony
It wa- io have i*eeu presented on the. evening m whieii Mr. I biker entertained the bar, but the
cm*
did i'"i arrive in
*a-<m.
Tlte presentation
w.i,i I
I
la-; wi"'i» o'
oph Williamson, L-.j.,
in

f.r
T

n.fi

La'.'

ear.

:

1

-Join ..-i!

Li

room-

of

last

of

r.

tu

of the Co irt

I’an*.

v, eca

mentioned that F. 'V.

;

:

'li
1

a.i :

**i

*11-f..■

iglit mile-,

twenty

s'.i

I*,

.nr

lb

will

moment

.-he careened

sur-

on

sailors sprang into the weather
means of saving their lives,

tigging

a-

the

rle*umatic invalid and for

\\

n?.

I

i

«d*r

above the

—thing and angry waves.
dinging to one mast-head and

men were

the other.

,t

Hall. Vice 1‘jvsi

I

«

ia-

o

A

<

ter.-, and

am

cmioy.y-i.r

*,>•!>

a

i!i

m

-1

e:;

111 < *r

win

a

make tin

s?'"*

.a<*

ione ! >y the

propripCa-anl. In the evening a
them and the play passed oil'
•\pen-es were quite heavy,

r•

Cam.*

aii

a*,

long

er.

v

■

(im<*

The party u cut
pn-vn and proceeded to
vm. retina, found good quar-

'I

like j b

1 horn

;

I

was

■

Hi**
Very a■ aa*p: ably.
bu! th r. *■<*ip? were -utlicienl f*
over them.
The
'1
the run down in three and a half
‘pi.-, a mg
b
and tin* return trip in three hours.
*’!

|M

IN'*! u.l.ATioN

!•

public installation
"Ilh 'r- .f Wai Io Lodge. I. < > O. F. at
Hay.
Ball, on Tmirsday evening of la-l week was

*"

!

Three

Tin*

il..* be-t -o.*ial events of the

m

two to

1 was wmb the three.

r,

otlieers:

ib nr-, w h" went io Rockland last
pro-, nt the play of *•(>ur Boys,” in that

'*1

wooden

pos-ible.
In r
mast-beads went under was the question'; If
so we had a chance for our lives; if not a water;, grave awaited us. Thank (foil tile v -•••!
did strike bottom, with her mast-head- ju-t

li

la-

in I

Mi'',

do’.vn

\\ oiild sii" strike bottom b d'or

L«-

'a*

weeks pr<
v ions I in I
only walked with the aid ot crutches
\\ ben that vessel went down he threw aside hi

lee- and -prang into the rigging :tnimbly a- the youngest. The schooner sank
rapidly, tic men climbing tin- rigging as fa-l a-

il

i.*;m

following

■

her

rapt. -fuile

I

1

the

iemeul.-, Directors,
!! a.i. W. II. Mali. A \el Ilavford. The new
"oFiun*’.lie bu.-im .s.s in the Foundry
ii.y ui!
m-*u
c<*nd;m led, and with increased
bi.il ;:i:g
» doubt
vi
greatly -eviend it.

her masts flat in the water.
that needed no urging tin

only

was a

d

f

i-f
id

vidd

I

an

here

season.

Inelud-

peiqde presDeputy Grand
»0

were

With the
tack vve .a-ln-d ourselves together
and to tin- ma-t-head and patiently waited for

’’clock p. m. District
l-.-tes, v. ii a a suite of Grand otlieers,
o**•
*:ij»i-*,t the 'lage an I in-tailed the otlieers of Wal-

morning.

do F

gall'iop.-ail

At

daylight we could discover our
true situation. Might miles to the east wee mid
see the .New
Jersey coast and never did land look
so dear.
With daylight came auo.lier d.-coven
—the vessel was breaking up. The house came
lip followed by I lie seamen's chests and other
movable things in the cabin. (Mir only hope of
life now was for relief before the vessel could
\\ e prayed for succor and bego to pieces.
lieved as the poet Dilidin so sweetly sang
“There's a sweet little cherub that sits up aloft.
To keep watch for the lifeof poor Jack.”
Can I describe the anguish of that day'; How

slowly

the hours

dragged along. Would tie
brightly shone down on those u t,
half fro/. u men, ever again rise to their \ ievv :
One of those sailors
indulged in secret praver
and then and there registered a vow tnat if his
foot ever again pressed the land he would quit
sun

the

that

so

\\

knovvtiiat the vow lias been kept.
t-our o’clock that afternoon a .steamer came
sea.

L'li-t.
our

saw

e

our

rescue.

signal
A

boat

of distress and
with ten

men

attempted
pulled to-

wards ti>. but th wind and seas were stronger
Ilian human power.
They could not re; eh u>.
and returned to their vessel. The steamer anchored and set a flag of distress in her
■

with the intention of remaining until the gale

subsided.

t!ie vessels came out and took

one oi

olt the wreck more dead than alive. In a
week we were landed in L'hiladelphia, pennyus

less and with but
our

backs.

My

that exposure,
life of a sailor.

a poor suit of
clothing upon
brother died from the effects of

as

did my

aspirations

for the

n.

i>.

Among

the opponmits of the bill to extend
the bonded period for distilled spirits—the
ultimate effect of which, we have seen it stated,
would be to giviMhe whiskey manufacturers
$*(1,000,000—was Senator little, of Maine, lu
of his remarks he saiil lie believed
this demand of the distillers "has its root and
substance in the determination to press < oncourse

gross at

i -().

the next session for

a

decrease and

partial repeal of the tax on this product,
that till the whisky in bond shall have the
efit of that reduction."

B'1'

••

win. li

audience
hi

!,

well tilled with all the season affords.
he ceremonies of ir.-Filiation were concluded
mipany seated themselves at the tables, which
w ei
piv.-dd*. d over by the 1 laughters of Uebekah.
I-v ry person in t!ie ball was well
servcil, and then
tie- aides were reinm >• 1. and tle»s, inclined danced the hour* away, nm-t excellent music
being furni- r. I l.y >anborn's «>r h-*-tr.i.
1-1 \ ry one present
w a- satisfied, and all united in
voting it a good
tim
fac icsti\itic< dosed with
many thanks to
the Odd Fellows i' 1’, dfa-t.
were

A ib*r

■

Ai.matia

i'Kon.vni.v Poisonki >. The
readers i»f the Journal will r member the sudilen
n?l'' mysterious death of Almatia Ileal. of
Limoln'•id

'.

"1

i' ;dtcr

the convention will not be decided at present.
Under the present plan Maine’s representation
is as follows: Delegates at large, 4: district
delegates, 8; total. 12: Republican vote to each
delegate, libit). I 'inter the ( handler-Mel’hersoii
plan it would be : Delegates at large, li; district
delegates. 12; total 1*; Republican vote to each
delegate, 41 IS.

beautifully

o.

took

]>lace

in November last. One
wing to the great excitement in
da* town, the body was exhumed and (
ornner J. Y.
Mlintoek, of Belfa-t, uiinin mod a jury and held

burial.

■

;,:i

post mortem examination of the
hold, the stomarh removed and sent to

-nquesL

body

was

Pi tuswiek
,r"

;i!

1

analysis,

for

subsequently

the

jtirv

I.incolnville and adjourned to tin*

litre

in

.Monday in May. This delay was owing par
to the
insanity of Miss Ileal’s mother, who,
v,’-; be
remembered, beenwio violently insane on
tin* lealu of her
daughter and was removed to the

II:‘d>

ii;m at

Augusta. On .>aturdav last Coroner
lintoek received a letter from (ieo \Y.
Young,
’‘‘’“man ot tin* jury, wlm enclosed the
following
m b* from Prof.
Carmichael, state assayerMc(

l»i«i .vswii'K, Mr... .)

l. 1-sd.
tieo. \V. Young.
I own \gent I.incolnville. Me.
Dear Sir: After
considerable and unavoidable delay, 1 have been
1
to complete the analv.-is of a human stomach
sent by you till the 27th of November last.
I find
tli *r«-h) strychnine, in sufficient
quantity to have
*"
11 the
cause
of
death.
I
am
about
t"
probable
•■a.
lor V. a.-hinglon and will if desired, render
a full report of the
.’•"'j
analysis upon my return,
" bi'di will In* in one week.
Very trulv yours,
II. < v km K it a l-.i.,
Assayer for tin* state of Maine.
1 here can be no
the
question now
\.\.

■

concerning
death of Mis- Ileal
shewn- poisoned. Who ad
ministered the fatal dose is the question? After
the in.-anity of tin mother, in her mad
ravings she
spoke ot holding the poisoned eup to her daughi'In* matter will he
ter's lip-.
thoroughly investigat* I and it pos-ible, it will be ascertained wheth
ease of suicide or murder.
er it was
The people
of Lineolnvi le arc ready io believe it the latter.
Pkksoxvi..
F. II

Republican Convention met at
Washington yesterday, and was to consider several plans for the apportionment of delegates
to the next convention.* The place for holding

ilt:

which

legislature,

The National

illustrated almanac for 18*.'!.

published in this paper. Pile ceremonies,
",ipie«l an hour, were well received by the
I wo tallies, tin* entire
length of the

and

and successful appeals of this interest to Congress lie said:
It is worth something to sec the course of
legislation which has been pursued favoring
this interest. Other interests are given the goby ; other interests knock at the door of Congress for relief and are rudely hustled aside or
their bills are smothered on the tiles of committees and they never gain headway or lodgment here upon our docket; or if placed
upon
the Calendar are put aside; but steadily since
187* the whiskey interest has devoted itself
early and late to the gaining of special legislation in its own behalf.
It has ridden roughshod over the claims of other interests; and because it has been able by repeated concessions
which Congress has yielded to it to increase
its capital and to increase its risk, it has been
able year by year to make more and more of a
pressure upon Congress.

us a

ai
oc.

ben-

And of the successive

The Biddeford Journal scuds

agreeable lo the ceremonies laid down
rl! •*« ■M'ious. The otlieers of the
lodge have
igf

or

-x

The steamer's movement!) were watched b\ a
fleet «f bay oystermen in shore. -Inst before

nightfall

C

v

u-bm,

Win. M. Bust and Nathan
Belfast's representatives to the

Don.

K-q

appointed

wer*

of the Sen-

the

part
attend the fuL
ll-m.
»i
M.
neral
Morrill, which took place on
Safurdav ...L, M. Murch, of this <;!v, was last
week r elected .-ccretary of t!ie Maine Democratic
slate committee.... Hon. fL II. I Irumniond. of Portu
Bella-! last week, having two cases
land, wa
J. Court-Miss Mam! Milliken and
before tin
Join
>n have gone bj llo-ton, tlie former
Miss M
to receive i;i-lruction- in vocal music, the latter in

ate

and llou-c.

as

on

committeemen

instrumental music.«11Ware,
woman
A. Mac* of (hi-

ance

as

as a

source

general opinion

and

Tin*

supply

ol

for lire

ha- been that the

purpo.-e-. The

quantity

of water

sufficient, and that in a season of .-evenwould dry up.
\ drier time than the
present is not recollected. Wells and cisterns haw
long been dry and our manufaeturie- have been
not

was

to

a

noted

temper-

<dtrdincr, visited fa r brother, John
<
tieo. K. Brackett,
;ly last week
—

Waldo comitv member, has gone to Augusta to attend the annual meeting of the state board of agriculture-David B. Cobh, of searsmont, lias been
appointed a Justice of I he Peace, and (>. p. Cun-

ningham, "f Bucksport, Notary Public....Wilfred
B. Bich, formerly of Brooks, one of the editors of
the Camden Herald, and the law partner of lion. T.
B. simontoii. has been appointed postmaster at
Camden, vice Aldeti Miller, Jr. The salary of the
olVe •• is about .■sll'tn.lihen P. Files, re present.*itive from Delia q,

wa*

horn in

Thorndike.... Allen

French, former!;, of Belfast, is on his way home
it is probable that he will
C olorado,
settle
in Massachusetts-Mr. and Mrs. Fred s. Walls,
of Vinalhavcn. are visiting friends in Belfast....
Bali*!) Finery leaves Belfast to-day for a two
weeks visit to Canada. He will he present at the
D.

from

great skating carnival at Montreal-Mr. H. L.
Lord has been confined to his house some time by
illness.^ B. Otis, K-q., of Boston, is visiting
friends in this city-( apt. Homer, who has entirely recovered from his illness, expects to take
command of the steamer Katahdin about Jan. 20,
when cap!- Ingraham will have a chance to finish
hi* well dc-crved

obliged

vacation.

The Muck Pond has been

to haul water.

a

of

supply for all. For two month.- teams
have been hauling water daily, .- •metimes
twentyhogshead- a day. from this pond, dipping it through
the ice. 'l’lie supply lias m>t pera*p:ib!v h*-->*ned
source-

1 is

abundant. Some of our citizens think
tills is a favorable time to investigate tl:!* m ilter.
The pond ha- withstood a \ erv ,-e\ civ tr-t.
It w a
now

proposed

once

us to m

streets
force

lay

to

pipe

a

from

water would 1
tallest building-.

of the

it over

p.>••.{ to
principal

the

House square and along our
with hydrants at convenient di-urn-,*

our

wa-

iia "i*po;.ii. d company, under the name *-f
Li da-; M
Work- was orgiitii/.ed on Thursi*r.

known

cussed

Rum in
men

sheet of water above tin*
the Muck Pmul li;i> been niiieli dis-

Till. Mri'K I’uxi).

p.-rform llu* journey in two

ai,

Am

day i

drunkenness
now

city

hay.

to the

wa- tin* natural re mit
The
i.-, Will the city of Belfast pay that rum

much

query
bill?

an

House.

b.i
d a I
horse of Capt. ILL.
*>cv.*spori, < 'narlie B. Last Friday
a
Leri
npanied by A C. Burgess, drove
u
ir ui
'•"Ifast t" Rockland in two hours
live minute-, which is good travelling, tin*

e.

|

lire in the

served free

was

drouth it

Tiie men.her-o| Wai i<-•
ed r\-.-lw* iif (

smoldering

the

out

large quantities

-late for

■

in

■

madly leaped

her bows beneath th

drwwii

by Mr.
Rogers, Ivsq., took

made v.-want

-removal, and li. W.
p1(s-e--doii of Mr. Uoardiuan*- «dd quarters.

was

wa-

The drunkenness and disgraceful scenes on Lew
is’ wharf the night oi die recent lire have caused
A number of men w uv hired bv
much c iimnent
the city to pump the engines luring the night, to

l.si|.,
Saturday,
in Hay ford Bl<*<*k. formerly
l
Ilayfor himself. Lmerv Boardmovea

Weather cold, and splendid -icighirm.
Kawards, formerly of this town, now
at Bast I:--ton, lost his only daughter with diph
t'aeri.u. Bv>tv mcmbri >i the family .five were

He has recently hung in his
sample pictures which are very
tine in execution and finish.
Among them arc two
large s irony panels, something new in this vicini-

living subjects.

A

picture

Dillie (.'on,ant, is

a

very

in

flu* three H.iidn-n and Mrs.

Bdwards
Bdwards

si«'k

do

can

Miss

-»

(

The Belfast Reform club now holds it- meetingat the Cniversalisf vestry
Business meeting-

ly

by

made

the brick house

saie

Mild

\

Mr.

war.

Moses Earrabee also

account of

ii.i.i

\

It

is

Ciirut

nt

throw

to

Lit-a

N.

formerly

pa.-tor of the l'nitariau cinm ii m tin city ami w lr>
married a daughter -f Rev Mr. Palfrey, has been
transferred from Ransa- City. A1
t■
111.■ -liunii
of the Messiah, ot ( bieggo. R«.v. Robert foila-i
w as formerly
pastor of the church of the Mi s-iali.
The Chicago'i'iinis gives Mr. Piter a very tl tit •ring
notice-Rev. T. It. Gregory began hi- 'pastorate
>

at the l niver-ali-t

«*hureh

Sunday la.-;. He bids
fair to be very popular with Ids society_The
ladies of the l nitarian Society wish to give nolire
that tin* next sociable will take place on Friday tin*
-<;th oi January, supper will be served at U..T). after
which there will be dancing ...Rev. L iw. ( r.*win
•shield i- quite ill. and there have been no seta ireon

Cnitarian church l'or the pa-t two Sun.lav-.
sonic time before he w ill In- .able :
»,,r,aipv
his pulpit-sunday evening at the Cniversali-t
the
rhureh,
subject of the pa.-tor will be ••Sunc
thoughts on Joseph Cook'- last lecture.”_ii; v.
Mr. Ross next Sunday will -apply Mr. Merriii’s
in the

It will be

pulpit

at

searsport. Rev. Mr Tufts w id ,„-.-Upy
Mr. Ross’ pulpit iu this city
.Th -abject of Rev.

Mr.

Libby’s Sunday

be

“AMiction

:

sermon a*

th-* M. F. >*11111-1 *h will

its results.'

Kd. i'io.-t. Alia

l!art ami

others; declamation by M. Vilen, r*-citation byMrs. Alexander. The attemiam-e wa- largo and
several visitors were present... The t.o.:o Tem-

plar Lodges

at Waldo and tin* Head of tin* Tide
reorganizcl and united in one lodge by
Deputy M. J. Dow on l-'ii ia. evening of this
week-\ tine lodge of Good T mplar- wa- indituted in Frankfort Monday evening the i'-th im-t.
by M. J. Dow of Brook*, trca-urer of the Grand
Eodge of Maine. It is to !>•• called Wa! i » Grai.ite
and will meet Saturday evening-. The lodge -tarts
with forty-four charter member*, the paper being
headed by such men as lion. John T. Howe, Upton
will

be

Treat, etc., and cannot fail to be

It i-

a succe—.

a

comparatively new thing lien* and the voting pen.
pie are particularly interested. Tin- charter ollieers are as follow s
E. i>., Upton Treat: W(
T.,
C. F. Smith; W. V. T., Edith s Huger*; W. S
Jeremiah Burke; W. A.
Nelly Clark; W. F. *
Edwin I
Treat; \V. T., Frank Hopkins; \\. <
Thoma."> Page; W. M., James Sprague; W D. M
Sadie Massure: W.I.G., Mary Averill; W. o. G..
John II Brackett; W. H. ii.
Delia West; W. E.
H.
.Mr- Augu-tn- Thomp.-tm; I*. W. ( T.. Augustus Thompson.
..

Hk U

AM's Haiv.
There is one young gentle
Belfast who wants it to rain; and he don't
want to wait much longer for a Mi wet cither. But
lie isn’t half as anxious a* lie wa- a week
ago, and
this i-, what cooled him down. It seems that the1
cistern had given out. and thi- young man had a
man

in

load of ice
water

a*

getting

it

hauled to the house I
be melted into
was needed.
'This is an ice way of

soft

water,

by

the

In

Well,

the

ma

ternal

head of tin* establishment one day asked
the seioii to cut her oil’ some
ice, and he started
ot.’t t > attend to the
job.
By some unknown
accident the axe was
sharp, which is an unheard
of thing in the
economy of a household. The ice was
piled at the back door, underneath the clothes line.
Our hero got his
eye fixed at the projecting c .rner
of an ice cake, and
raising the axe gave it a *w ing,
and the
sharp, keen blade cut through the cake of
ice did ii
\,> sir, il didn’t
but it watched it
op

portunitv, and when it went over the clothe* line
grabbed hold with both hands, *o to -peak, and
hung on till it twitched the handle from tin hand*
it

that held it, and then with a smile on it-la
ii
v,
pounced down on the crown of a six dollar silk hat,
and clove it from crown to brim, and
thereupon
the words the
young man u*ed were
warm, that
the cake of ice melted under them, as beneath the
>

ray*of a summer’s sun; and now when he wantsome soft water he draw* from (ho well a
pail <.f
water that Is so hard that he c nmd ho i a
ikt of
soap under it with one. hand, and tries to n-nv in •.>
himself that It is soft a* a baby’s breath, and there
■

about

g

a

ton

of ice

in

the market that

can

be

bought cheap.
Transfers

in

Heal

Estate.

The

following

the transfers in real estate in Waldo
county for
the week
ending Jan. IOtli. N. Abbott Estate, Bel
to
A. G. Newltall, Eibcrly.
Hist,
Betsey 1-. Abbott
Montville, to T. J. Heavy, Montwlle. Urine* lbstT» Thorndike, to < ). J. Earwell, same town. Fred
'V. Brown, Belfast, to Silas I).
Brown, same town.
Milton F. Carter, Belfast, to Jo-. A. Gilmore, Belfast.
J. A. Uurlis, Monroe, to John
Garland,
same town. Almira It. Conner.
Unity, to Frank
are

J*

Conner, same town. Mary Chase, Mass., to
Augustus Fierce, Prospect. John and Eli/a A.
Carver, Lincolnville, to Chas. F. Carver, same
town. Farmers Pride Corporation, Eineolnville
D. A. Wadlin & als., same town. Jos. A Gilmore, Belfast, to Aimer G. Gilmore, same town.
Geo.
Hook A als, Brewer, to J. s. Sanborn, Boston. James 1>. I. am
son, Freedom, to Daniel D.
l ive,
Unity. E. 1.. Muzzey A als., Searsmont, to
Kufus Gilmore, Searsmont. Geo. E.
Nears-

to

Moore,

port, to Geo. F. Moore, Mass. Daniel M. Nichols,
Searsport, to James H. k norland, same town. E*
tate E. K. Palmer. Belfast, to M. F.
Carter, same
town. W. H. Peavey, Swanville. to J. IE kaler
A
als., Belfast. Jesse Stinson, Jr.,
Bangor, to Geo. B.
Hook A als., Brewer.
Henry H. Nuow, Bangor, to
Ella \\
Haynes, same town. Elvira Thompson,
Frankfort, to Geo. Thompson, same town. W. B.

Thayer, Searsmont, to Allie F. Thayer,
" U. and O. B.
Whitten, Burnham,

same

town.

to Fred L.
town.
Elizabeth B. Wevmouth,
Mass., to Win. D. Doe, Belfast. Win. M. Woods,
Belfast, to rhas. Baker, Belfast.

Fletcher,

same

For

b
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'ervmes at

count

the M.

eliureh last

I*,,

w

r.

I.

Monday,

atremt the Star.-
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we-.

'argil
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in the right direction
(lave been -p< ad. _•
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I
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tv
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to be la h at

public
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ca.

-Th.-
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ye on
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grand

on
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\V.
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w

111,

evening. Ian.

hall
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day

ujp
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t

i-e follow
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eveniu.
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Hunt -V

II.

a

,.

.n

~

of lirlfast, wi
dancing school in

iiro-..

very .-imres.-fu 1 term of
la

e-.

,

Auburn, f •'>. -tli,
II. l.rad-t...
p..-p

delegate.- am! alternate.-o; |

Lddie

1

I
a

-tv
e.-rtv.

1"

long.

four inches

or

<

It look fourb-n slit

B<>rn to Mr-. FI
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■! Wm.

>i

been

vi-

>
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l
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a

.and amdiier

by

young man
Mr. Bean

from l uion.

first of May

tires from the

;

year and

iod

a

lx.:

h
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went
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;
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Wm.
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Mr-. knight die
iltmhnu .*.*; \ \\ -j,..,.
tl.at gentleman te-tili. d th.,? Mr-, iv.i*i _ut t d
b' -ivc, after her «!.• nil. the ,,..*
an !
p. a..

line.
and

half Llder .-j,
ton has preached lietvvcen sixty five and
i,.
funeral sermons.(.apt. Ilawe- repp
p,
one half mile from the village, burned We Pie-dav
one

.-

a

.,r

vs.

IVovci

) u r t.

r**j
,.f the d.f

deatli MiKnight

her

to

m-ire--

l-

:
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.•winiui-tr.jor

■

knight,
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name
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detP

H•* will !»•> mucii missed p,

next.

town-In about

the

t

C

I'KKsnu

ml whi'di

dc-uded bi i'.p
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11 -:

c aI

w

■

trial when

on

w a

ck.

w«

ud

Wm. II

11 latha w iy

c

Th.

short time since, a son that v\ eivho. 1
eleven pounds-Mr. L. L. Bean lias -eld out hiba-ii.e-s to Mr. Frank Whitten, om of hi-Perk-,
Bickford

J

u vicu*

of

h

<;p•

v.

as

a

i:

case

la

--

pv
i-sm■.

the

close the wound

-1 ;•

<

•:

frightened tin- horse. « ati-urm him !•> ki
youth on the for-diea t ... left
.and near the temple and inlli- iinga wound

a

I

-1 ‘’

■

Kphraim. Outei will,.--.
te-Pind
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ed away tb" -oho
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termining
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m r floated and.
water-logged,
rapidly driving before the gale mon like
enraged animal than an inanimate tiling. It

persons of the same name, as in such eases those
Iho po.-t oflicc of eour.-e have no means of de-

school t<* I inland jail for
tin- -e>l building on lire.

1

s<*i

<

t*

Mr.

ing improvements.
door way

numberarc

Castine.Schools are closed in the liickimoe
and Mountain districts. They gave goo I satisfa. t
ion.

Tuttle, photographer in this city, is a
close student in his business and is constantly mak-

C. M irshall offers for

in

jewel,a gift trom
W. llarey made the

<

column.

The work of distributing tin* mails would be
the public belter served if those having
boxes would Instruct their correspondents to add
the number of the box m addressing them.
I niwould also prevent confusion where there arc two

was

Geo. K. do’;. 1-011.

veoin

a

easier and

presented on Frieek witli a handsome Past

u

I,

>«*nt< r

moved from

ge i*

the anchor- could b- oj

in another

Montana that.

of Noah IS. Hartford, of
form school a few years
ago. <li *'i at !'• o iland iad, -Jaa. lt)th, from congestion of the hr tin, after a week's illness. He \va-> reI i irii**!*

!>ari>‘-

Bella-I,

has

Hall are buying-and slaughtering larg
sheep, the greater portion of them

Palmer. :it Masonic
Washington Engine! o.. No.
will give their an- | Dutch story-Dwight P
nual ball at Hay ford Hall, on Thursda\ evening,
Temple, advertises to el >*•* out, to make ready for
Jan. 25th. Music by Glover's orchestra of Auburn,
his spring stock,
ife is offering splendid bargains
the banner band in Maine. The ball, like all oi
...Attention is called to the law partnership noNo. a’s, will be lir.-l class, xr their advertisement
tice of Hale, Emery & Hamlin, Ellsworth... .W.

yarn.

brother O id FCd.-ws.

(

of this
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People

A.

to erect a large barn next spring.«
l*lummer i- buying < •n-iii« r ,.ble ipuintities of
potatoes. lie disposes of them on the Kennebec.
l It. C lenient and Bzra Hamilton are
doing o pen
ter work in t airfield this winter.Knowlton and

>

John

his

pounds.

presents were numerous and handsome.
Mrs. Mitchell will reside in Haverhill.

W

■,

M.

The Haverhill, Mass., Gazette contains a notice
the recent marriage in that city of Mr. H. A.
Mitchell, and Miss Flora B. Freeman of Belfast.
The ceremony took
place at the residence of the
groom’s father, Rev. l)r. Clark otlieiating, and was
witnessed by friends from Indianapolis Bo.-t n
and Everett, and a large circle <>f local friend-.
and

muu

preparing

Saturday.

The

ttmmm

N'.fnu Montvii.lk. There an* large .piantilieof lumber
being hauled to < olln ’> mill. iiiiicIi more
than for -everal yearpast .I',, f. >te\.-n- i-

the chair, and remarks were
Mrs. Ware, of Gardiner, Mrs. Parker and Bros. Km-wlton, Clark,
I*. P. field, Esq., has just returned home from
Brackett and others of Belfast. fhe clergy will
Boston.
He says the insurance compauu
are
i he invited t" come in an 1 speak occasionally.
greatly exercised about file tires in Belfast, and our
ability to cope with them. They say that Beirut
I \V. Pitcher Jt < ». solve the
mystery why they
is the only place of its size, in Maine, without a
can sell goods cheaper than others.
Be sure and
steamer engine.
read their advertisement for it contains a capital

Salur«lay ami Sunday sofharbor >o that it all went out
with I he ebb tide on .>undav afternoon, subse(picntly more in* made in the harbor.
Tin*

i-.

through the ice above
caught ninety-two and

Moses Mills died at Pittsfield, on Thursda\
of last week, at tlu advanced age of
year*. 11
lived at Vinalhavcn many years, where he raised a
large family of children. He moved to Pittsfield a
few years ago.

recently by wearing stockings knitted from red
yarn. The «t»oy got hi" feet wet wideh absorbed
tlie

and

Swift,
city,
chopping knife
lie made when he went to house keeping
lorty-seven years ago. If lias been i:i constant use
and is a good knife yet.

for the

l'lie exercises will

Fleming hay in Ud- city

\

< me man

Tuesday,

Mr.

Id

<>

The
ment

taken

were

on

which

Wald" county, according to the school report, has
10,422 pupils, flic sum of $1(1,420.17 is used yearly
for school purpose,", while the school property is
valued at $110, too.

A

water.

"

for tlie

n

half

a

Feb. 1st.

to-

a

large quantities

the upper bridge.

pardon of .Josephs. Patter
son. of this city, has been presented to the Lovernorand Council, and will be heard on Thursday,

The

situa-

a pieasaut one, but wa- -neb a- all
liable to encounter. The tide was on

are

higher

Th

Smelts took the hook readily

L I-

not

was

sailors

to

ves-

James s. Hardman, Esq., while at Rockland last
week, looked over the lire department of that city.
Rockland has two steamers which cost sjW.Ooo each.

meeting of Pho-nix Lodge of Masons

prosentat ion spe(*ch.

half fathoms.

The lire inquest completed its 1 ibors on Wednesday. They conclude that the late fire was an in
cendiary one, but by whom is unknown.

will be held

Tin- p< ‘i! i

on

C apt. Robert Coombs, will build a skating rink
the coming season ,iust below the Camp ground.
The floor will be 80 by 40 feet.

day t*> witness the play of “Our Boys.”
The annual

axe

The Juvenile Temperance I'nion will meet on
Saturday next at the usual hour, in the I'niversalist vestry, instead of at Miss Frye's school room.
There were nearly To present at the meeting last

of

factories
Goose River, East Belfast, are shut down. The water has not been so
iow for sixteen years.

twenty persons drove to Rockland last Fri-

*me

The writer of this was at the wheel. The appearance of the vva'er indicated that it waa

All the

Hazeltine has disposed of all hi> hay damlIn* late lire in this city.

Beni.

aged by

Li ned and Pa"t Chief Patriarch's

ing lull three and

letter on the Lincolnville land ease, crowded
last week, will he found on the tirst page.

ice yet remains in the pond.

which the captain pronounced the Brandywine
lightship, and our course was shaped for it.

the lead show-

out

Private’s Reminiscences of the War,” the price
which is $l.5i>. It is a neatly printed,substantially bound volume, and is the first book to portray the
phases <>f the private soldier’s life during the great
rebellion. For one new .subscriber and $2.50 we will
give one copy of the book. For two new subscribers
and $4, one copy. For three new subscribers and
$0, two copies. The books will he delivered at the
office or sent postpaid to any address on receipt of
the subscriptions as above.

Ivor;. O. K-t
day e ei,ia_

by

A

A

per gave Joe a wide berth, keeping well over
to the Jersey sid".
Presently a light was made

verified

Odd Fellows will shortly l»e instituted

of

ger. upon which our captain once Inst a vessel.
And as a burned child dreads the tire, our skip-

was

of

H. E. Pierce finished cutting ice last week and
has stored 14,000 tons. A large quantity of good

Coombs, the wnnigmau recently injured .is
before miniioiu'd in tic Journal, is impro\ ing with
more than even chance- for his re
overy.

shallow, which

lodge

Frankfort.

We

have
made arrangements hy which we can offer to those
securing new subscribers for the Journal, copies of
the Rev. T. Lerrish’s popular book, “Army Life;

>

in the matter of

always discriminated ill
against the stranger.
skipper whose son John
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Sea.
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The Democratic State committee met and or-

ganized

Cox's

of the

Friday the House resumed consideration of
the bill, the pending question bring the com-

planters

end speculators.
Ilia! is the whole question
in :l nut 'hell.
1; was this combination of Hawaiian sugar planters with
the

tn'uty.

Capitai.
pm,\|

the above

e

taken.

to 108.

authorized agents for the .Jour

Execut ors an d G ua rdi ans
de.-iring their Probate advertising published in the
•Journal, will please so state to the Court.

bad

admitting material for ships
foreign trade, duty fre ■. was also adopted.

Administrators.

lbs Mili(,

are

the bill

turn

amendment for

one.

<1 BscRl BERS remitting money or desiring to
have tin' address of papers changed, must state the
Post Ollier to whieh the paper has been sent, as well
a- tin* office to which it is to go.

the

aiimuiiiee.t

full

as a

>. R. Niles, No. 2.50 Washington St., Boston.
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & S, Tremont Temple,
1 >-ton.
s. M. Phttengill & Co., 10 State St., Boston,ami
205 Broadway, V Y.
iliiKAi'E Dodd, 205 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell & Co., 10 Spruce St.. New York.
.J. II. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.
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I'lie deatli of Matthew l-‘. Whittier, aulhor
"f lie Kthan spike letters, reminds n~ of tiefact that Maine, among her native and resident
eili/, iis. lias contributed a arge siiare of ihns,
writers who have given a distinctive character
to American humor.
ha Smith, whose .lack
I'owning letters were written when he wa>
editing a newspaper, in tiiis eitv. was one of
the lirst. if not the very lirst. to a'dapt tin- Y anI"
'ball-el to the purposes of lllluloriitls wriiing. His -lack Downing letters gave hill, a
national reputation.
Charles F. Hrownc. a
naiive of Waterford, in tiiis Siati in tin- eliaraeti r of Arti-mas Ward.attained a
high reputation as a humorist in Kugland as well a- in tiiis
country. Matthew F. Whittier's Kthan sail.letti i's. Ihough not so wide in their scope. weia
ivni
mote true to the trails of the Yankee
eharae'er. Tin y were very widely read, ami
if eolleeted in a v olume w mild he found
worthy
-t a i
iinaneiit place in the literal lire of humor.
I >av id Parker might be added t« tiiis trio, shire
In- united with hi- poetic gift a tin vein of naive humor, which found
expression in hi' poem
-1 tli- Court 'hip and ot h- r product ion'.
I ’oi l1 m-i Transcript.
si li

by

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

lit VKiIttsi

(.uv Fitxiii! mint! ’s

every Thursday morning
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Incident

SHIPWRECKED—FOURTEEN' HOURS I. VSHEI) TO
T H E M A ST-H K A I>—H ESCU E 1>.

A

Thursday debated the shipping
bill and adopted a free ship amendment, 12(1 to
104.
Messrs. Reed and Dingley opposed it.
Mr. Robeson created a sensation by remarking
that paid agents of the English carrying trade
were in the galleries as lie spoke, enjoying the
The House

published

An

Shipping Bill.

PASSAGE OF THE 1111.1. BY THE IIOl'SE.
TKH AirH FOR GOV. DINGLEY.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, .JANUARY 18,1883.

HATH.

At (in's A Sawyer's ami tin". Sawyei A
Faekard's yard' six \is-r|>. aggregating sotmsix tliousand tnus. stand in a row
upon the
storks in various stages of completion. The
elevated
a- it i'
pas-er by upon Ituwery street,
aiiove tie- yard' and tlie river, ean see eight
vessels building at the north end yard' alone.
\t tile (loss. Sawyer A Faekard. and (loss A
Sawyer vards there are on the stocks a two
thousand ton Vessel almost framed out. tie- keel
being very nearly the same length as the ship
lia'. I Moody launched from tie1 same place.
The keel i- hring stretched already for a small
schooner.
A steam freighter is bring huilt for
tile southern trade next to the north: then a
schooner of eight hundred tons. A full power
sti am schooner, huilt for ( apt. Cheney, and of
about nine hundred to a tliousand tons’ harden,
we should judge, i- nearly
planked up and
closed ill" at the Packard yard.
I'lii latter
vessel has the improved method of securing
a
frame, being lirmly strapped with hand'
of iron laid diagonally across the frame.
Next mirth appears the frame of a ship of
about eighteen hundred tons about half framed
"lit. Adam* A i Iilelieoek will launch a srhoonr soon from their y ard. The vessel is
partially
rigged and will launch soon, while in the lingers yard a large, ship will be
lame lifor
ready
ma lii-fore Hie wilder is half through. ( hie can
ii-1 abatement ill work even if he searches
for if.
Hath Time-.
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_•

ii-..;a

I>.
P -IV d

va.

-.

h.

mx

A

id

Kinor-on,

>

b
Nt

rah

bark I- rod 17.

1

ai

in*d

<

'■

Kintr-b-ii.

"P.

".

Arrived 11th, -fli.

I'll*'1'inlikf. Provitit*nff.
1

pi i.dlfi ni,
d**.
K. II. Ilerri-

Ko^fi's,

if ill l!i-_

<

N

-hip (.;liarlt*sOak.
s.

bin. ; j,
I’• a ibi.pl. (»
Arrive

MAKT1 I XIK '!!'•

ok

<

'oloina.

-on.

bark

Mden

n./.AM

ii .-.i>
Bang- r i- like:;- !o build quite
lid- willin'. «Lawrence
rig will
of
f n- r<‘gi-!cr. Her
i- now at (rosbyh- yard, when -he will l>e
lie r *1 will a No i>e a tlirec-ma.-fed sehooner

r«-i

aimi.
:

v»

new

•«•

< !•, _i•

1

:■

-f:ii•

yard.

harlcr is frozen and

o

materially injured.

-l»ipl Hi:: ier.- of Bel fa-t. have e.-nimii'! a Jon ton three masted .-ehooner for
;
J.i
II ary
baple.-. now of the -eh. Loi- \
ihis city. Thi.- i- the third
uitra-t
ads linn ha- made for tile coming year. A
now stretched out in their yard.
;i. E.O.
eighth- d
Kockland, 14i»
n a- been -old to J cut ie
id ill
at Hockt one. ( apl. Blake is to com.
in' v:
her.
f e i; v’ 11.: ri .i y. of Bock mini, .'c tons, an old
cjMl't. ha- been -old to parties at Sear.-

!

■

<

A

r

•*..

Knighiof

.-

■

'■

■

1

■

r n«io!i. from Charleston
for
'aili in-t.. -evenly mil**.-, north
.with rudder head Token.
Was steer
:ickl«
SI e irriv ed at Baltimore on

\.<

i-n

i 1

■;;< ia

th

In

i.t ymi.i mm.

*c*k paid in.s50,<im».0u
5nn.nn
surplu- tun I.
'.'77.1*2
! pi- b
I e |i- i.
Nation.i! Banknote- oiit-tatidin-. 15,oon.on
D;\ I del id.- unpai I.
2,000.00
ut; t
P-dividual >iep ;•
5'),otv*.-2

apital

<

-.

..

;

d.SU-.55s.7J

->i
M.VlM .t ot NIA or \\ VI.IK)
<
e bier of the .‘move named
ol,■
111:•!sw
ear that the nboy. -taie-uent
k.
: tie to tie- be-t of my knovvle Ige ami belief.
.< mdon, < asliier.
< li as, F.
>i
-eriI*i*i 1 and -worn to helmv me this loth dav
I nit;
.1. W. Bi o u.
«•:
IK>:;.
Iil-liee .,| tin* Be,nee.
lull
C'oiTeet— A tte-t
.J \Mi> B. BI NDI.i; CON, i
Direetor-.
<
MCKFL-.
i;. f. pfn di.kton,
)
-'

VII.

!. t HAS. F. OOUISON.

b
i-

hi

tston, *2,031

-tepben

eity.

dan.

vllin-,

I

l>7o, im- l»een-'d at an Engli.-h port for
t'
H. A. Hyler, will return t<>
Her ic
1-tOll.
«)f Orient, liid
V
Parker.
Waiter
tons, built
•da t in l'7i, has been sold to Capt. Mvron
at si 0,000.
i-giv en b> ib* Light House Board that a
-par buoy has recently been placed in the
Hu ii part oi M"..-c a lice Beach, eastward of
u I-].md. in 4 latlcmi- -f w ater at low water.
following bearing>pin«h.. f
Ledge, N L by L A E. Duck Island dry
W iiy s. This buoy is to be left on the port
in coming to the westward.
\
Ti/.ontal .-triiied red and black spar buoy has
placed in Placentia Sound, near Burn
I -1: ad. to mark stanies' Ledge with tile foiuiiigSpindle on ships a nd barqu N
W. Norm point of Holt's Island. E
N.
“’ii >y is in a fathoms at low tide. The edge
this buoy is about 30 feet from the 1 uoy,
1
A
and is dry at low water.
1
‘"•a.n. a bark -bowing letters JQ<»<
so
reh“
>, hit. 2 30 South, Ion. iO 43 West—
A calthy Pendleton. Pendleton, from Bos1
Hi, for Adelaide, her signal letters being
1
v.
u:,, off Cape Horn, ship Wm. II. Conr,!- from san Francisco for Liverpool.
v
'■
Jan. i 4. The steam bark Mendoza of
'‘bled from Bath for this port several
,J
arrived to-night from St. Thomas,
"V‘"
,v
'ail‘ d Dec 31 st.
'-hip Hope. capt. Henry Curtis, which put into
''"'i"1"
distress, was sold prior to Dec. 22nd,
,!
Wl r
Cook, of Honolulu, and will
1 ""b»*r
''
trade between Puget Sound
and hat port.
A Baltimore paper lias the
following to say rou!g a Leila- schooner:
The schooner Penob( ;*
f
Carter,
arrived yesterday from
\yhicli
t in., with
2.00,000 feet'of lumber, met
:'l ice in the bay from
Point to the harbor
corn the
at ranee,
to the mizzen chains
■be was one cake or ice. On the
martingale and
ndphin-striker the ice formed in the most fantastic
shapes, and drew a great many visitors yesterday
Jackson’- wharf to see the effect.
..

Grange.

Holyoke. Ma--., Jan. Fi. Clin.-. 1). -tan
Fa .and I.y iia A. Fodder, of Koekland.

In ''"titii Waldo!"
aeli. ol M’crren.

Wakioboro.

of

1st, David R. M’inehenand Isadora Jloiise.-, of South
ro.

Jan.

DIED.
In -car-port. .January 11th, Mark Coleord, aged
7;* > ears and 7 months.
In Frankfort, Jam Kth, Mr-. Mary A., wif.* «,t
Reuben P. IVrkin
month- and
:iged :>7 years,
21 lays.
hi Pittsfield, Jan. 10th, Mo.Miller, aged On
months; formerly of Vinallmven.
; ear- and
In Koekland, Jan. 11th, Oliver Holmes, aged 7"
month.-, 2‘.*da\
> ears,
In Warren, Jan. sth. ( apt. o’i\*
J. starrell.
god At years,
month. 12 days.
In Koekland, Jan. Sth. M iilie. son of John and
-usaii < lark, aged s year.-.
In Koeiiland, Jan.-th, John, son of Keulien I..
and Annie A \!e-i*rveyf aged s months.
In Kmklami, January 7th. Janies F. Marsha I:.
aged Mb year.Ii! Koekland, Jan. nth. <.apt. Robert P. Fuptill,
aged ‘>7 years.
In Align.-la, Jan. nth. at the in-am- asylum, (dipt.
s.-uth M’aidobom, aged
Samm 1 Farn-wor*t>,
about To years.
Ill 'i’li-ona.-ton. J: o. 2d. Harriet K.. wile of Law
son Cobo, aged Ms year-, 10 month-. 20 days.
IFlFe
In Warren, Jan. Ft. Ada C
aged 27

years.
In Vaidoboro, J>ec.2!itl», Fl/.ira Ann. wife of
Rein II. Ha-kell, aged 7M years, •*> montli-.

th*,

In Appleton, Do'-. 20
Albert N .son of F. IF
am! Clara Hilton, aged l years, 20 davs.
At sea, Capt. Frank Brown, formerly of Waldo

boro.

JH

1 roiTlRll
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Being agents for

Mr. I'rerfh. K. .Moses. Hiiel. sjtort.
.v e can giv e lowest prices ami prompt attention.
Brice list and information given at the -tore, also

myille,

Sandy
bowsprit

Finally

feel that

we

with Ironstein of the

Hans Pritzee.

We

than any re-

Will be

Bargains

on

the

exhibition,

designs

■l|i«wiw ni'i

and novel.

are numerous

4 Cases Best Remnant

and in

following story

determined
order to do

so

we

our

stock

have made

Prints !

that

li

wish to

save

money,

Not

large figured,

is the

mnv

counters, Ciilv 4

centre

on our

cants per

CASE FOULARD HM12SS

1

will astonish any customer,

prices
von

reduce

t"

but desirable

yard-

CAXHSBRIC5,

Sc., per

styles, only

yard.

I CASE WASIIIWRIA IHiKSS (jIHIIIS. HALF WOOL.

time to purchase

to New York to purchase Goods of three of
his brother merchants.

“'All,

First he calls on

Hans, I'm glat to

to sell you soma
so

fore.

I vants to sell

him,

see

Blankets, Flannels.

and

sheep aslyou

SHAWLS,

buy dem pe-

never

you de whole bill dis

Veil,

I don't know ; Goldstein and

Ironstein writes

dey

dat

me

sells

can

lick leavers.

me

sheep

so

I can t

as

to do mit them

goots.

I

as

of

;5\v2

designs.

dat-smuggles 'em, Hans ! Don’t you
how I

Ironstein, hut
I'll

sheeper

sell

can

so, you

so

Goldstein

as

promised

I

He

dis time

.•

st:i

can

make you smile. I
low

sc

as

the back and says

on

to de

comes

never

you

heard of.

Hans, I guess you can't sell
time.

The New System of Bee-Keeping.
one who has a Farm or Garden can keep
lives on my pian with good Profit. I have invented
a Hive and New System of Bee Management, which
completely changes the whole process of Bee-keeping, and renders the business pleasant and prollta
I have r -civcd One Hundred Dollars Profit,
ble.
from sale of B<\ Honey from One Hive of Bees in
Illustrated Circular of Full Particulars
one vear.
Fee-. Address
MID. M/ZIK L. COTTON,
West Gorham, Maine.

Leery

Partnership

Law

goots

me no

as

dis

you

can.

GOLDSTEIN

Harbecker!

veil,

I

guess

Harbecker he can’t sale goots.

HANS—3uf Harbecker tells
I

guess

me

he SMUG-

he

CAN sale

some

of my goots

HANNIBAL K. HAMLIN has been this day
a

general

business, at Lllsworth, under the style of
HALE, EMERY & HAMLIN.
LCGLNL HALL.
Lire I LIPS A. KM Lin
HANNIBAL L. HAMLIN.

nth, Me.. Jan. !, 1883.—3w2

I guess Harbecker ain’t got

HANS—Veil, good gracious,
can

sale sheeper

drop

in and see

as

Ivanstein,

brace him and

STATE OF MAINE.
Lxkci tjvi:
M (it STA, .1

/
Deiwumknt,
\m AUV 11, 1883. )
Notice is hereby given that Petition for the Par
dmi of JO-dvPH s. PATTERSON, a convict in the
Siat Pri 'Mi, under sent- n a- for the crime of Arsn i, is now
pending before the inventor and Hindi, and a la-aring thereon will I*,- granted in the
( ic.iiicil < hainbera! VnguMa. i*n Thursday the first
2w3
day <d' February next, a! ! i o'clock \. M.
Joseph < > smith, Secretary of state.

rPMK 'lit.-'Tiber hereby give public notice to all
concerned, that, he ha-- been duly appointed
1
and taken upon him elf tin trust <•:' Adniinistrator
of the estate of
DOROTHY B. \ MRS, late of stoekton.
County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; be therefore requests all persons wli-are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have any
demands there m, to exhibitthe same for settlement
HOSLA R. COST Hi AN.
to Him
Stockton, J tily 12, 1 ss3.

cious,

I vas

to sell you

joost writing you
some

glad you have

come

New
one

ftftitch

week old.

&c.j

Cow,

Price £.'>•).

WOOLENS
an

Will be sold at LOWER PRICES than I
ever BEFORE

Gents’

FANCY

Holy Moses, ain’t I

in.

me

dat he

den he has

sale

Have been

GOODS!

smuggles lots of his gocts. And
a

as

brudder dat steals ! steals like

i

Underwear,

Hosiery,

Goldstein.

IVANSTEIN

foreign goods
a

!

smuggles all

; and den I've

got

a

goots dan I can sale,

sister, Hans,

my

brudder
an

den

an

LEGGINGS,
In fact all

dailg hg
tv ill

ire are

receiving goods

boat and ears, and

not be undersold.

Goods

Furnishing

Constantly

on

Hand,

UNDERWEAR!

GENTS’

tied down in price so that every customer will recognise that
what we say—the prices will be made at the store,

Towels from 10c to

Ri 1 > 1

x ms

wp

mean

I !

$1.50 each. Our 12 l-2c. Towel speaks for itself.
JS X L. 3HL S l

BLACK
Black Oress Silk at

good

per yard, advancing to $2.50 per
AND LOW PRICES.

only $1.00

DRESS GOODS
Wo

simply

say that

IN

This

department

is full of choice

SLACK

ZW BE Sr RE AND EXAMINE OCR
STOCK BEFORE BIRCH A SI NO.

H. H. Johnson & Co.

npril WPC

our

stock at prices that

PAISLEY &

goods,

Forget It !jj jKlD GLOVES—4 Button
PA

shall close

wo

INDIA STRIPED,

OGGOOOUOOGOOOOGQODoO

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,

WEAR I

BOYS’

yard, elegant goods

AND COLORS!

stock lias been MARKED

OCiOQOOGUOOOGOOOOOOOO

“Don’t

AND

Go not say a word, ask no questions, we simply offer 5,000 yards of beautiful Ribbons from I
Take your choice. Ccir.s early as the Sot should
to 6 inch(3s wide, at only IGe. per yard.
not last more than three days, and we cannot duplicate them

DOWN To CLOSE.

she dead heads all my freight

lie mem her

our

MEN

FOR

Ril /lx ms l

£

and my sister she

courts de Superintendent of de railroad,

mat

HOODS, CLOUDS,

You listenstome,Mans,vile

vat steals more

I've got

LADIES & GENTLEMEN’S

tells

I don’t see how you can sale so

blazes

sheep

man

FRAKTATEll^

MIXED

LADIES

selling’em.

Goldstein can; vy, dat

{silts,

NAMED.

HANS —Well, Ivanstein, I guess you’ll

as

id Tit

room enables us to carry an increased stock of these goods, and as ‘-ve shall make
effort to increase our trade in this department, shat? offer extraordinary inducements.
Woolens at 37 1-2c., 50c., S2c. to $1.25 per yard. Slso a fu!s Sine e!

em-

can

20 INCHES WIDE,

LINEN,

Ample

mine gra-

have to give your goots away if you

Shirts,

a

ONE BALE TO SE SOLD AT O^LY 12 T2e. PER YARD

letter. I vant

I ain’t

goots.

I'm giving ’em away.

a

IMPROVE THIS OPPORTUNITY

iijis, Towels, Turkey Ed Tiif,

GrREY

Opposite National 8ank.

FOR SALE.
A

Quilts,

for I sent him

exclaims-“Vell,

UL8TER8.

Nr

no

must

who like the other rushes forward to

F,Jr

We propose to give tbe trade bargains that are a perfect bonanza. Look at the All Linen
Tabling we sell at only 25c. per yard, A splendid Barnsley Tabling, satin finish, wide and
heavy, at 62 1-2c. per yard. Napkins Iron? 50c, to $3.00 per do?. Tosiei Dibits—our
special bargain is an elegant Marseilles Quilt, extra weight, designs heavily brought out,
sold at $3.00 each, we shall close at $1.75, less that: the wholesale price an small tots
Spreads from 65c. to S4.CC, on exhibition.

Towels,

I guess you

Harbecker, but I

yard.

A PERFECT SURPRISE. AT ONLY 7c. PER YARD.

Napkins,

brother vat steals, hey?

I dells you someting.

with calf

Os Tali Linns,

lots of ’em- and den

YAhO

slice cation, thoroughly mode, only 37 l-2c.
better grade that wii! be sold at only 75c. each.
Goats’ Laundered Shirts at $1.00 and $1.25, marked down 25 par cent.

Plushes,
Velvets,
Table Linen,

I smug-

goods.

yard.

worth 12 i-2c., seliino at IOc. per

| Q*T“Q Gents’ Uniaundered
I l\ I w""eacJs> advancing to

CRASHES, ALL

brother vat steals. He steals like

a

heavy,

Dress Goods,

!

sheeper

Notice

& Emery
yyiL idmiited into the Law firm of Hale
law and collecand the tirm will continue

\v

asvill

Veil, says

Harbecker he sales sheeper

not!

SB

W IS

OUR LSME OF

goods down

sale you

extra

DOLMANS

25
Q

:

PER

CENTS

AT SPECIAL PRICES TO CLOSE.

right place

give you prices

can

shall close the lot a! 7c. per

8c.,

1,000 Yards Lace Pique,

drops

wcrd that I would. So he callson Ivanstein,

HONEY BEES.

L l

Business!

ye:ti*

‘M.

tion

see

perfect,

I vants to sell you all ynur

sure.

blazes!

IT

Me

or

to call an'

around a minute

run

Mein Got, Hans, you

I’ve got

••

All

will (; 1 ARAN ILL A \d If k SALK.

see

these

2,000 YARDS REMNANT BLEACHED COTTONS.

them at FRICKS that

into Goldstein's, who rushes up, shakes hi

gle

without' r.iei-u'-' it. It contains
\ prices, accurate
M •: iii'-t eai
*d v:ilu:d»le <i vetion*' for planting'
d'v-rriptioi
l)i*ni variety- ot Y< -retub!.; and Flower Seeds,
Ii v;enable to ail, especp <:it8. Fruit ■*'’• •(■-. -te.
ial]-. ro Market Card :::ers. .*--i'd for it !
^
FERRY St no. De* roit Mich.

selling

Veil. Harbecker, I guess if dat is !

HANS

dem,

wo arc

on

COTTON,

3 1-2

ONLY

sheep ?

sale so

can

l-'oi

Dink of

shall close at 12 i-2c.

we

BALES BROWN COTTON REMNANTS, PRINT WIDTH.

I dells

you. Hans, I SMUGGLES my goots!

GOLDSTEIN—Look here, Hans.

turners of ]ii“t
about 17.7 ; h.

so

25c.,

A discount of 20 per cent, has been made

Heretofore sold at

SAGE k DOLMANS,

no

goots

in New York.

man

any

sale

can

at

S eAXjES of

don't vant

DEY CAN F sale

dells you, I

Per pair.

Cloakings, 2

dem.

Now, Hans, you

anyting
cheaper

buy

everywhere

FIFTY PAIRS BLANKETS AT $1.50,1,75,2.00,3.00, 3.50, 4.00, 5.00,

you. 1 vants

see

time.
HANE

Sold

I can sale you some

goods.

goots

sheep

25,1883.

BY

are

country merchant, goes

a

'■maMHMMMMaiwiiiaaKnwrMWMWMmi-ta.^—n——Wh

Planed

could compete

we

...

to han-

us

tail house in the state.

GLES his goots!

tit

prices ranging

cannot tail to sell them

SHAWLS!

WOOLEN

from -etasil to *25.(M)

i

liberal reduction has been made.

Kids, every pair warranted, only $1.25

per

pair.

to impress upon the public that we have sold Low "11 Kxtra Superline Wool Carpets
Parties
made in this country) for only Sue. per yard : the price in Boston is si. no.
past year in Belfast and paid more for them should be entitled to a claim, as s.'.e. has
your patronage, we simply ask an inspection of our goods and learn our prices, then
Tapestries Hoc. per yard. Other makes 75e., S7k\ per yard. Carpetings heretofore sold at

We wish
best
these goods during the
price. We do not urge

UnUrL I lllUO““(the

having bought
been our only
buy where you please. Koxbury
;i7-ic , we shall close at only 25c. per yard.
QTTMMTP'D
O

U IVXIVXJIjXv

TTnPTTi1 t)V The present stock on hand we shall close
XXvXOXJllXv X ““to make room for an early Spring purchase.

at

marvellous low prices

JOHN M. DOW.

Glover’s Orchestra, of Auburn,

Brooks, Jan. l '>, 18S3.—3\v3

All persons indebted to this

Twelve 1‘ieres,

1

/‘nd

quantities cf Goods

r

t"

Funerals, Weddings, Balls, &c.

HOUSE,

Belfast. TMtsflay Rve., Jhu.
MUSIC

dle larg

.......

PRICES !

OF

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT.

ir, tin*

Concert and Ball!

•’
1

take.' or,Id's for Cl 1
H,mvi,|{>, ilusia'iis for

AH' now

till, by Rev. d. A. Ro--. Mr.
xuitlt Framingham, Ma--.,

■

'•

M. P. Woodcock & Sun

"i

'-

In

with the above houses, enables

goots. Hans, I

photographs

■

|

CUT FLOWERS!

i"i

l-.

Markets picking up SPECIAL JOBS
and CHOICE STYLES,and being connected

hands and pats nim

jg

and Miss Althea IF llodge, of Re 11‘ast.
In Kno\, Jan. iAth, t»v itev. Ii. F. Shaw, Mr. Fred
F. Howard, of Mont vilie, and Miss Mary A
daughter of d. (
Vose, ii-.p, "1 Kno\.
M. Rhoades,
In Islesljoro, dan. Ft, by iiev. l
Mr. Alpheus \. i*en iietoii and Miss -arali M.
Wlliteomb, both of I.-le-boro.
In Haverhill, Mass., Dee. 2Atii, Mr. Howard A.
Mitcheil, ot Haverhill. Mass., and Mis- Flora II.
Freeman, of Belfast.
InMonuille Dee. 2Ath, Mr. .John R. My rick and
Mi" Ardell Sawyer, of Palermo.
la Yinalhaven, .January nth, Frank i. Roberts
and Pri-eilla Y Barrett, of Viualli iven.
In Ro' kland, January'Jtll. AB a 'V. Hi\ and Hal
tie F. Maker, both of South Tlioma-ton.
II R'werage
In North Haven. Jan. Jth.rimrlc
nd Audi. M
I. adhetter. Itotii of North Haven.
In M'ashington, Jan. 2d, Charle- Wilson and
Mary I.. Cargill, both of M'asliington.
In Koekland. Jan. 1-t, IR rberL A. Iatirabee and
Ada \. Field.-, both of Koekland.
In Fa Grange, Jan. Ft, Charle.- M. 11 ivden. oi
•nth 1 iiuma.-tou. and Je-sie F. Ranton, <d
I.a

1

■

t

i

ij

MARRIED.

closed to navi

i- i• >-11 by i-e, -o that steamer Henrv
i-nr; d ie to make her trip-to Ellsworth
i t.o i I tin n ail*- ha- taken her
pre->• ;it
place
do. :
g a.-far a- Bluchill,
touching
i'.
n'.- landing-.
< »v
.!
i 1. >« homier Main Jane of WinterMe.. from iiootliba;. lor Providence, with
.id liav, reports that January nth, while
g ! or i’. b»r !ta: ■<*r, -lie ran ashore on spectid \v.i- hauled ■(] the morning of the
I
a !ug.
I :
l.ott m of ti.e ves-el was
badly
-lie !"- ! iart "t her keel; otherwise she
■o

'.i

M.aeon,

i:\ or

i

id.

iia\ e "• eu selling ai :’l <i.dl for La>i
New York and \ ei im iif. A".j de f.»r
N rtiiern, ami 27«2'*e fur Western,
i'" 1 a
>111a re i- a ‘air demand at sA/P.mi.- f.o
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BURKETT’S,

The object in enlarging our store to its present large capacity will soon be made apparent to all. A plan has been formulated by which we are enabled to secure desirable
goods and
Job Lots by nearly every boat, direct from New York and Boston. These goods are not selected entirely by sample, but acting in conjunction with our former partners, SiSVIONTON BROS.,
in the purchase of goods, obliges us to have an experienced buyer in the market most of the
time, in order to buy goods less than the regular market price. Large quantities must be purchased, consequently a division of these large lets between T^O STORES will nof overstock
either, hence our ability to present the public bargains that are TRULY astonishing. Our present facilities enables us to display the goods to excellent advantage.
Prices will be displayed
in large, plain figures. It is unusual and rather strange that mention should be made of
Spring
and Summer Goods thus early in January, but among the lots
arriving will be many of these
goods, such as Buntings, Light Dress Goods, White Goods, Gambrics, etc., which can be secured 50 per cent, less than three months later. The facts are that a
lively, rushing trade,
cannot be had unless inducements are offered, and we had rather work for a dime than loaf
for a penny.
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These itemized facts are of personal interest to every family in and out of this
county. Read
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to time given reports concerning this har as »leri\
At no time within a
e.l from Belfast captains.
,jo/en years lias if been so bad as at the present
time. Twenty-two vessels, loaded with .‘t.ono.iMn
IVet ,.f hard pine, are now inside the bar and some
But once
of them have been there for forty days.
-in* e the first day "1 December has there been 1J
of w ater on Lite bar, anil that occurred on the
le,
j»;!i, when the sell. Penobscot, of Belfast, went
The Florida Daily Times rereutly sent a reporter down to the bar t<> interview the captains,
j lie l imes accuses the pilots of misrepresenting
ihe facts concerning tlie bar. and say- the jetties in
their present condition an* a great injury to the
channel, and therefore to Jack-om ille. The reporter
visited sch. si. Johns, Capl. Dilmore, of Belfast,
tia- largest vessel in the fleet, loaded with Jao.oon
feet "i lumber, drawing tweive feet ol water. The
>t. Johns has been laying tin re since Dec. 12. ( apt.
Diimore said—**l have i»een coming here now Paten years, and the bar is worse now limn ever before, though thev tell me it w as ju-t as bad in years
* *
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channel a great deal worse than it w ould be withI lii- delay is ruining Jacksonville as a
out them.
cniiimcrcial port. it is eating up tin* entire profit ot
all these voyages, ami some "l these vessels will
sillier a net loss bv coming here, besides the loss of
their lime.” Sch.’ Nellie
Pickering, Capt. James
M* keen, **t Belfast, u a also i.si ted. which vessel
ha-been detained sine* Dee Till. (>n being a-k» 1
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Rail tickets,
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Reserved seats,
.50
.35
lieneral admissluii,
K.
W. Pole's Thursday
Ueservcsl seats for sale at
Jan. 18. at II a. m.
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or

Brick house
lately

Rent.

on Confess street,
G. Thurlow.
\VM. C. MARSHALL.
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experienced teacher.

formation address,
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HORSE FOR SALE.
OFFER FOR SALE ONE WORK HORSE, f
years old, weighs 1100 pounds, kind and sound,
an extra good trade.
W. E. MARSH.
Belfast. Jan. 11, 1883.—2tf

I
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before Jan.

1, 1883,

Oil Glottis, Straw Matte, Curtains, Mares, Featiiers, Comforters, Etc.,
Will be found in stock and

as all

unsettled accounts at that date
will be left for collection.

Domestic

a

Paper Patterns sold

Dress and Cloak Making conducted in

GEORGE W. BURKETT,
OITY

out of the entire stock is

general cleaning

a

at

thorough

determined upon.

one-half the

manner

and

a

Printed

Price.

perfect fit guaranteed

crag/ time.

81 and 83 Main Street.

BLOCK, BELFAST.

MAINE.

How

Miah

Jones

Got

powerful mail, whose delight
personal tussle;

Miah Junes

was a

was a

!!-• could travel, if any man can, on his own individual muscle;
And lie often remarked in his tramps, he wishd some kind fortune would bring him
A man who would ante the stamps, and endeavor to Hek or to fling him.
Daniel

Kawson lived on

a

small farm, some

twenty-two miles south of ‘•Wooster;"

And few had a leg or an arm like this old agricultural rooster;
He had heard of the bragging of Miah. but never
had h ippened to know him;
'f I was younger and spryer. I’ll
And lie said.
bet 1 could lick him or throw him.”

-AT THEIR-

••

NEW STORE!
Offer 6

And when Miah heard of this talk he started
right off for a visit;
Hut happened 10 meet in his walk a sort of bucolic “what is it,"—
Which the same was a load of dr\ bay meandering over the gravel;
And Miah was puzzled to say what caused such
a hay stack to travel.
For there was no wagon or team, yet the hay
stack kept silently going.
Like a lumbering ark on a stream, or a lazy
old darkey man mowing.
Hut a voice came from under the load, at which
Miah consum-ed-ly wondered.
••They’ve loaded me up for a ton. and they've
cheated me out of three hundred.

llawson,"—then Miah walked pensively ofl'from that image:
For a gently old pill vvliat can carry a toil
l'p a gravelly hill ain't exactly the one
That you want 'o pick out for a scrimmage.
ain't

••or mv name

1st.

1 Case 4-4 Freed
former

8c.,

Mm,
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Fancy Suitings
12 4-2c-

These fabrics

half

are

wool,

choice

often excuse our own want of philanthropy hv giving the name of fanaticism to the
more ardent zeal of others.
Longfellow.
i-

bound, by every rule of justice and
giv e tin- New Year credit for being a
good uni- until in- proves himself unworthy the
contiilcm-i w repose in him.
[Dickens.
\Yi

40PairsBMets,$l.75to$8
All that have examined this lot
that the

knowledge

prices

ac-

from

are

otic, to SI.on lower than any
made in the city.

ever

4th.

150 Pieces Brown Cotton,7-8c,
the

yard

former

web,

or

price

o and IOi

are

c.juity.

to

if iIn superior beings of the universe would
look down upon the world to find tile most interesiing object, it would he the unfinished, unformed character of young men. or of young

[Garfield.

women.

Thee mtistmi underwally prayer.
Prayer
may mi bring money, hut it brings us what no
sin.
and
from
to
can
keep
buy—a
power
money
:
content with God's will, whatever lie may
please to send. [George Kliot.
The days are made on a loom whereof the
warp and woof are past and future time.
I hey are majestically dressed, as if every god
brought .i thread to the skyey web. This miracle is hurled into every beggar's hands. [KmerThou oughtcst. therefore, to call to mind the
In aw siitleriugs of others, that thou may,-si tin- more easily bear thine own very small
troubles. And if they seem unto thee not small,
beware I' st thine impatience betbe cause thereof.
[Thomas a Ivempis.
more

12 Dz. Scarlet Vests & Pants,!

Allow no man to be so familiar with you as
to praise you to your face. You: vanity by this
means will want it' food: at the same time
your i ission for esteem will he more fully
gratified: men will praise you in their actions;
when you now reeeive one compliment you
will then receive twenty civilities.
[Sir K.
Steele.

$1.00,
All-wool, sold

at .*1.2,1.

everywhere

6th.

As the rays come from the siiu. and yet are
not tin sum even so our love and pity. though
they are not God, hut merely a poor, weak
image and reflection of him. yet from him alone
they come. If there is mercy in our hearts, it
oii'i. Hum the fountain of mercy. If there is
the light of love in u-. it is a ray from the full
sun of love.
[Kingsley.

As the season for the sale of garments is about over, we propose to
close out the above

lot,

1

an

s

have

marked them down to prices that
will insure a sale.
? Bear in mind that we.
IIAYE

STAXTI.Y

Sl'ECIAI

counters, hut shall

only

t

,.n-

liAKOAINs <ill

alwa>s

meet oi go

under any prices that can he made on
anything that co:i.' under the lieading
and Fant

<loops.

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
Opposite

National Bank.

Constrained worship is corporeal, inanimate.
li~i-iii• and gloomy. But unconstrained worship. when it is genuine, is spiritual, livid, lu■ :d and
joy ful: spiritual, because there i- spirit
from the Lord in it: living, because there is life
from the Lord in it: lucid, because there is
wi'dom from the Lord in it: and joyful, beLord in it.
raii'e there i~ heaven from the
"Swedenborg.

promise himself « veil fifty years
hut any man may if he please live in the
proportion of fifty years in forty: let him rise
early, that lie may have the day before him:
and let him make the most of the day. by determining to spend it -Hi two sorts of acquaintance
only those by whom something may lie got.
ami those from whom something may he.learned.
[Colton.
Tin-re oines a time when men feel that they

No
of if,

man can

hoi'ii into a new ear'll, under a new heaven,
flu y see God's presence as they did not before;
they behold the sublimity of duty; they feel
tliemsi i\i s heirs of immortality; they long to
make tile earth better than it is; they rejoice
with on is ding great joy in the privilege of being eo-wi-rki I with God. Then they can say:
Yes, iv are indeed torn again. [Hetirv Blanchard.
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Indeed. 1 think multitudes are permitted to go to '.lestruction because women are
so unattractive, so absorbed in themselves
and
their nerves. If mothers and wives maidens
and old maids, would all commence playing
the agreeable to the men of tln ir household and
circle, not for the sake of a few compliments,
hut for the purpose of luring them from evil
and making them !letter, tlie world will improve
at once.
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The Lewiston Journal gives several columns
of statistics relating to the manufacturing industries of Lewiston and summarizes them as
follow-: Nearly sixty-one million yards of cotton and woolen good- were made hi Lewiston
in the year DS2. This product is the largest in
tlie city's history.
It is a gain of seven million
yards—or about i:» per cent.—over last year's
product. But while this is the great fabric of
our business prosperity, it is important, also, to
note that lT.onu,000 feet of long lumber, nearly
4.unn.fj0u bags. 1 ..'iiiii.ooo bobbins, 1,200.000 wooden boxes. 7.000,000 bricks. 0.000 dozen shirts
and thousan.is of other articles were made in
1"2 by tin smaller workshops of the city.
AVe
are glad to believe that the number and importance of our lesser industries are
increasing.
The number of our spindles lias been largely
increased since one year ago. 4,000 males anil
2.200 females are given steady employment in
tla- mills and shops of the cit_., which consume
annually 20.000 tons of coal and 20,0410.000
pounds of cotton. All this machinery is driven
by oil water wheels, furnishing filOOO horse
pow er, besides a large number of steam engines
and water motors.
THE RETIRING COUNCI!..

1 in- Executive Council of 1881-82, us they retire from office, have the satisfaction of knowing
that they performed their duties faithfully under very difficult circumstances, and that their
course is approved by the great
majority of the
people of tie stale. The election of Frederick
Robie, one of their number, to the office of
Governor, is the best endorsement they could
have from the people. It is something oi' which
they may well he proud, and especially when it
is considered that the Republican party was in
a
minority at the close of the campaign in 1«80
and came out of the campaign of lsx-2 with a
majority of several thousands.
The acts of the Council formed an important
issue at the September election. The nomination
of Col. Robie and the platform adopted at the
Portland Stale convention were a direct challenge to the fnsionists to tight it out on that
line. The result proved the strength of the
Council with the people and the weakness of
Gov. Plaisted. All honor to the Executive
Council of Ixsl-sg. for its faithful and courageous adherence to right. It deserved to be remembered and recognized, and we are glad that
the representative of its noble struggle is now
the Chief Executive officer of the State.
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BEST THING KNOWN

™

WASHING"® BLEACHEN G
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR SOLD WATER.
LABOR, TIME and SO VP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEVYAREnf imitations
well designed to mi-lead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, and
always bears the above symbol, and name of
.TAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.
26teow21

BAYES

NOTICE.
SPKIM; TKRM <>f Freedom Academy will
open Feb. 19, ISS3, under the instruction of

rpifK
_L

S.

TWOMBLY,

S.

with all needed assistance. For further informa<>. II. KKKN, Secretary,
tion address
Or > s TWOMBLY, Prim, F'eedom, Me.
Jan.11. 18H3.—fiw2

ALMOST AS BAD.
What the Perplexed

Physician* Do
Emergency.

in

Case* of

"I’ll tell you the honest truth,” answered the
doctor. "Bright’s Disease bothers the medical men
almost as badly as capcer does. Having passed a
stage, both point straight to eternity. It may
be unprofessional to let out the secret, but whenever a patient conies to me with Bright’s Disease,
or anv kidney trouble acting like it, I tell him to put
on BEN SON’S CAPCINE POROUS PLASTER without
certain

delay.”

The doctor spoke by the card. The Capeine goes
right to the spot. If you win be helped, the Capeine
will do it. Look out for frauds. Is the word capcine cut in the middle of the plaster ? If so, you are
all right. Price 25cents. Seabury& Johnson*, ChemIrn52
ists, New York. Highest awards.

i isi

tiif tariff

or

committee

COMPLETED.

The Committee on Ways and Means
have completed the free list, which as
"No, sir,” said the passenger to the ship’s doctor,
approved and modified by the committee,
is as follows: Paper stock, crude, of “I am not seasick, but 1 am deucedly disgusted
with the motion of the vessel.”
every description, including all grasses
Grandmother Says !
and fibres, rags of all kinds othei than
wool waste, shavings, clippings, old pa- When she M as a girl that her mother alwavs gave !I
hersulphui and molasses to purify her blood, but
per, rope ends, waste rope, waste bag- fbe now gives Sulphur Bitters to her grandchildren,
as it is the best medicine she ever saw. [The Father !
old
or
ging, gunny bags, gunny cloth,
refuse, to be listed in making, and fit
Why is a man ringing a bell for an auction like a !
sociable? One makes a noise to get mone\
only to l>e converted into paper and unfit church
and the other makes an oyster get money.
for other manufacture, and cotton waste,
whether for paper stock or other purposes, parchment.--, mother of pearl, personal ache i> the Children’s friend and Mothers’ comba t.
and household effects, not merchandise, It deadens the nerve and gives permanent relief.
For sale by dealers in medicine.
lyr.'in*
of citizens of the I'nited States

Thompson and Warren Morse of
Friendship have contracted with Professor
llaird. Fnited States Fish Commissioner, at
Washington, to construct a miniature porgy oil
manufactory, which shall represent the real
manufactory in all its essential and minute particulars. including all the foundations, wharves
and buildings thereon. The miniature work will
represent a lot 424 feet in length ami J44 feet in
width, and the main building represented is 352
by id fel t. The little architecture will exhibit,
at a glance, to the eye not only the general outline in toto, but the entire work in detail, such
as scrap-house, drying-house, oil tanks, water
tanks, presses, hoisting apparatus, and steamboat with herattendant small boats. The factory
represented is tie factory of Church & Co., of
Tiverton. R. 1.. which place Mr. Morse has
visited and made a draft of the entire works.
The representative manufactory is to be about
nine feet long, nearly six feet wide, and is
nearly half constructed. The enterprise is engineered by the Smithsonian Institute, and is
designed for the international exhibition to be
held at London the present year.
MAINE MEN IN MASSACHUSETTS.

Massachusetts has done something for Maine,
but Maine lias done more for the parent State.
For instance, in the present Massachusetts legislature are fourteen Maine men as follows: Senator Edward 1’. Loring. a native of Noriidgewoek, a Bowdoin man of ‘til and an army officer
of the volunteer service; Representatives E. L.
W. LeighPilsbury, a Bueksport-born man;
ton, a native of Elliot; A. I. Stetson, formerly
of Greene; G. W. Littlefield, Charles H. Baker
and S. M. Davis, all of Maine: L. W. Haynes,
formerly of Sidney; E. C. Clark, once of East
Corinth; George E. Smith,a native of Lewiston
and an alumnus of Frye, Cotton & White’s law
office; Charles I). Starbird, once of Freeman,
and S. F. Cushman and K. G. F.
Candage. also

Maine

men.

The American Watch Company of Waltham,
the year 1882, produced an
aggregate of
250,147 watches or a daily average for the entire
of
852.
year

during

IBS BELFAST.

INSPECTOR AND DEALER IN

M Moil Dry & MM

Lobsters,

Lewis Wharf, opposite M. 0. Freight Depot.
dying
“Aren't
beautiful?”
asked
a ladv at an aucI
wi-h
they
to call yo,ir •special attention to the fa -t that
britannia
metal
old
abroad, pewter and
tion sale of oil paintings. “Not
beautiful,” | I have on band this
season tin* largest and most
and fit only to be remauufacturcd, philo- was the reply, “but picture risk.’’ only
sophical and scientific apparatus, instruSKINNY MEN,
ments and preparations, statuary casts
“Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health and i
of marble, bronze, alabaster or plaster of
cures
Dvspepsia, Impotence, Sexual Debili- e\a r ort'ir, -d in this vicinity. My tlsh were al
vigor,
lyrlT
paris, paintings, drawings and etchings, ty. $1.
bought direct from the catchers, on which I am
specially imported, in good faith, for the
M atches are now so vulgarly common that the ; aloe to oiler a bargain In any quantity t<> suit customers.
All iisli bought of me are
use of any society, or institution incoronly way to be considered toney is to a-k other pen
what time it is.
porated or established for philosophical, pie
LEGALLY INSPECTED.
“ROUGH ON RATS.”
educational, scientific, religious or literClears out rats, mice, roaches, flies, ants, bed i I pack the be t qualily of each grade, and guaranary purposes, or encouragement of the
bugs, skunks, chipmunks, gophers. 1;V. Druggists j tee foil weight in package-.
fine arts, and not intended for sale.
The musician who robbed a baker\ said in exPlants, trees, shrubs, roots, seeds, cane tenuation
Clams & Lobsters.
that he was in favor of* a moveable
and seeds imported by the Department dough.
My taci'itie.- for handling ( lams and Lobsters are
of Agriculture or the i'nited States Hounsurpassed in tin* "late. My lobsters are kept
A
G A HD,
tanical Garden, platina. unmanufactured,
alive in floating ear-, and boiled to order, thus asTo all who are suffering from the errors and inplatinum, unmanufactured, and vases, discretions
suring customers of the freshest stock put upon
of youth, nervous w
early •!•■retorts and other apparatus, vessels and cay,lo>*of manhood, Ac.. I will eakness,
the market. Liam- ny the barrel, bushel or gallon,
send a recipe* that
will
cure
FBKF
OF
CHAKHH. This great
you,
parts thereof for chemical uses, plumbaalways on hand at I.<>\\ L"T M \RKKT TRILL".
was discovered by a missionary in South
remedy
go. polishing stones, pulp dried for paper America. Send a self-addressed envelope to the
makers’ use, pul]), pumice and pumice Ki:v. Josr.r" t. Inman, station I). Xnc York City.
ft
ly r4$

stone, quills, prepared or unprepared,
posts for fences and railroad ties of iron,
rattans and reeds, unmanufactured, rotten stone, saurkraut, sausage, skins, seaweed, not otherwise provided for, seed of
the sugar licet, shark skins, shells of
every description, not manufactured,
shingle holts, stave bolts and heading
holts, ship planking and handle holts,
shrimps or other shell fish, silk, raw or as

THE GREAT GERMAN

or

granulated, tonquin, tonqua

•

<
(

hie of the seamen of the steamer

of Brussels which

Sold by all Drmr-ri-:* and
Dealers.*
Direction: in 11
languages
The Charles A Voyeler Co

was run

down ami

Liverpool by the steamer Kirby
describing the final scene when the

(8aoeef*dr* to A VOOKt.Eil & u
Baltimore. M«l.. 5 .S. A.
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young woman who has
complains that when she has
makes tier nose wai ter.
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Strength and health go together. Obtain this
happy physical state by using a bottle* of Brown’s
Bitters.

for pei>

as

ms

in

health.

f, BAKER & CO., Dorcliester, lass
2<>teow l

BY

Clothing

\\«
)i
HAYIM.
be conduct, d
m

b-.light I he -dork of goods of WM.M.
lo.. the business will in future

by

T.AIxLR ,V

R. H.

i- not a ranstir.
It removes Corns, Warts, Punions
without leaving a blemish.
Itrush for applying in oa«h >o?tle.

PRODCCF. MADE
BAKER.

tjhe

L:i v-. T VI.:
lb bast. das:.

A SPEC i A LTV.
&

L. T.

"

tentability

i:a a i

FOR

SALE

AT

11 a I. I
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View

Farm,

Icr those death'.-.! Ladies in delicate
Bilious tipclU, <:
health, who are all
rundown, hould use
pend on fc;
Bitters, it v. ill cure Suliiiuh Litters.
you.
J v.i’.l be paid
The Giant it., u cp- foracaro whereSELda is cure 1 i
.ing Pttrtt Litters will
Sulphur Bixtees. not a;-: .-tor euro. 11
never fails.
Operatives whoare
closely confined in Cleanse the vitiated
tho Mills and work- blood when you see
shops; Clerks, who its impurities burstdo not proem eh£- ing through the Elia
fieieut enerdse, and in Pimples, Blotches,
aliwhor.ro c ..sued and Sores. P.ely on
in doors, should use SfLi’iiutt Bitters,
Srariii'i: Bitters. an l licalth will folThey v, ill not then low.
bo weak and .sickly.
Sulphur Betters
General Debility will cure Liver Comneeds a genii tonic plaint. Don’t hedisUso Sulphur Bit- cottraged; it will cure
tees, and you will you.
not bo troubled.
Sui.pnuR Bitters
Don't l'C'without a will bn:! 1 yi .imp and
mate
bo! 1\ Try it; you
ve u strong and
will not regret it.
healthy.

lyrT

j

Sulphur Blitters*

Send two Sc. tfiinp to A. P. Ordway & Co.,
Bo-don, Sla-s.,: : il receive an * cant set of fancy
cards free.
r2*
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v. ii* n the direr
witti West's \ egetable I.’\er Fii;
tions are strictly complied with. They are purely
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Vegetable,

give -ati- : a«• t i n
sugar
Coated.
nt-.
Large boxes containing i" FillFor sale by all iMaiggists. Beware of counterfeits
and imitations. The genuine manufactured onlv
.•'The I'; i Makers" IM
by -JOHN C. \V1-;<T A
and lSi \V. Madison St., ( hieago. Free trial pack
age sent by mail prepaid <m receipt of a •> rent
l\eowll
stamp. Sold by K. 11. Mootn.
and

:ir\ ,r
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:
SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDICINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK. J} J II
:
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
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Mm*.acted for and adv ised me in hundred.- -'t c;t,, -, n
I
procured many patents, rei --m and c\t- n-i
have ocasionally employed tic best a.*--; .••- in
: !
New York. Phi adelphia and Wa-hi'miin
-till give you almost the w:n m of my
u-im
our line, Jind advisr ntl,er-to einpl
iiD >IL 1 i DP VPl-.U.
Yours truly,
Boston, dan. I, !>*;?. —1\ rl
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stiryron.

CAMDEN.
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BUCKSPOKT, r-VINr

rpm:

“Blood Will

Tell !”

he kept on the premises of the subscriber,
n ice tbi- .season, -Icim v bull
Brook-, tor

'ITT ILL

YV

No. Tib M«
BF.FFO
State der.-ey herd-book.
Bred by (»eo. Blanchard «£■ Bro., Cumb ( tia.Broadnioor Farm.
Sin*, “C'-romis." dam, Bessie Fuller.” sire and dam an* from the be-t milk and butter strains of blood.
Beppo has very yellow -kin
and ear, remarkable line milk p ant-, and good
escutcheon. A very superior hull. Terms. *1. Cows
sold nr unreturm ij considered with calf. Bills pav.1. W. 1 \ NC.‘
1 nt t
able .Tan. 1. lss::.

it does not stimulate the brain or irritato
tlie system and leave deleterious effects. On
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
thereby makes only the best flesh, boae and
muscle. ftT It works wonders, curing
X'ERVOrs and GENERAL DEBILITY,
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA. IXSOMX1 V,
Produces a healthy action of the Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against the
miasmatic influences, and will be found invaluable in all pulmonary and bronchial difficulties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
and nerve food tonic. I «f*For sale by all Druggists. §1.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.

sion, etc.‘.

lOteowl

!ss>.$2,743,500.85

Risks written during the year.$202,320,230.00
Risks outstanding.".
270,153,022.00
Risks written in Maim-during the year
0,Iso, tun.no
Premiums received in Maine in 1882,
71,701.02
Rosses paid in Maim* in 1882.
44.010.80
M ATING

FIELD, Agents,

Belfast, Me.

Trimmings!

IN ALL WIDTHS & PRICES.
received
,

WILBOE’S COMPOUHD OF

^

PUKE COD LIVES
w OIL AMD
LIKE. J

-A ND-

Wilbur’s Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.—Persons who
have hern taking < od-Liver Oil will be pleased to
that Dr Wilhor has succeeded, from dip'e
learn
I
] tions ui' several }*rol«ioi.1 gentlemen, in omhinthe
pure ()i: and Lime in Mich a mnnnt r that it,
at j ing
is pleasant to the fcftst*-, and its effects in Lung complaint ire truly wonderful. Very many persons
whose eases were pronounced hopeless, ami who
tr-i
had taken the elear oil for a long time without
! marked effeet. have been entirely cured by using
lie -lire ami get the genuine.
tlii| reparationI
Manui'arlured only 1 *y A. B. Wli.HOK, Chemist,
Boston.
'Sold hy all druggists.
2w3

Don’t Poison Yourself

—

MISTAKE, hut semi 10 rents for labels for
all your Spices, Mediciues, »tr., to
l/RINTEK’S EXCHANGE, Belfast, Me.
Jan. 1,1883.—3 \vl*

BY

....

BIRCH

VIEW STOCK EAIIM
OIIOSS, Foreman
IJelfast, May 81, 1882.—28tf

For which the
Deliver to

E. A.

BOARDS!

highest market price

will be paid.
DFItIIAM A H ALL

Belfast, Jan. 11. 1883.—tf>

HIRED GIRL WANTED.
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I'i.ikci: Sl Co..
Isaac Rich & Co

Silas

j3
Boston
Boston

American Hotel
Having been unexpected!} railed upon
to lake charge of the above hotel. I hope
with the assistance of MR. KIM ARDS, the
former clerk, to maintain tin1 good reputa
tion heretofore formed bv the late land |
lord, MR. WILL K. IIOLMKS, who i i; s taken up his
residence in lioi'khinil.
II. >. LAM AMKIt,
lyrU
American Hotel, Belfast. Me.
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persons holding Town orders against the
dated prior to March in,
187(5,
to present them f'*r payment at
the Town Treasurer's oflice on or before January
20, 18SJ, ms interest will be stopped on said order
after this date.
JOHN \
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in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
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A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAYS
ACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
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it- Ima-.. m
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I
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vately and radically.
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rear of American limi-e, IF It
1
-t, known athe “Tuk \i»wi:i i. C vkui a*. 1: mh»i\" i- m«w acant
and will be let tor a term of y ears The al ov is a
well established bu.-ine-s place, i-- \cry convenient,
and is the most centrally located shop in the city.
By reason of it- ronveniem e and locality this -hop
is well adapted t" jobbing Im-ines-.
Apply to
II. N. I.ANi A^
American 11 use
iStf
Belfast, Nov. 27, ls>2.
(

ini.

lb i K't.di* uni'ii •uiiii red....s 358,000.00
Ca-ii on hand ami in Hank
04(),73<>.2a
< a-h in
\
nT-* hand-.
332,070.2 t
Roiled Mates >.a ul it i«
410,032.50
Mate, (it) and Town Stork- and H-mds 2,033,027.22
Hank ami Trust (
M■•<•!<. 1,405.547.on
Railroad Co.’s stork and Hands. 3.4411,710.00
Roans on lead L-tatr.
40,727.00
Roans on C< Uaterals.
2i.S'-0.00
Accrued InUav.-t.
1,370.37
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To Let-Carriage Shop,

Capital Stock ail Paid up. $1,000,000.00.
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published,
Celebrated! Essay

Monument— Tilhlet— Ilonilsloiies and Marble
Shelves at' the ltest Italian and American
Marble at the verj lovtol prices. Iron
\ uses, Houi|iicl Holders,
mol the usual variety uf t met.-ry wurL ahva_\> eu

TROTHS FOR THE SiCK.

mend Brown's Iron Bitters.
It lias cured others
suffering as you are, and :t
will cure y. siJ

Essex and Yorkshire
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MARBLE WORKS! How
Lost, How Restored !
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disease. My ahpetite was very :
the very small amount I di 1 c.
ti.sugrei" '. v.::h, me. 1 was a..',
■; m non-retenti a
very mm h
urine. 1 t: \ v many remedies v.in.
u's
no success, until I used litI used that my1- n Fitters,
stomach dors ;m t bother me a: y
My appetite is simply inunen-- 1 Mv
kidney tr mMe i; no nn re, a; i.
general health is such, that I S'
like a new man. After the
:m nth,
Frown's Iron Fitters for
in
I have gained twenty :
o
:
O.
Jk
weight.
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No. *C> state St., opposite Kilby. Boston,
Patents in the l nited states : al-o i.. t,ie
Britain, France ami other foreign countries. < opic.-.
of Hie claims of any Patent turnished by remitting

itas'A
ri:i>.<*■%
Price 25 cents. For sale hj all Druggists.
Try it and you will lie mm ineed like tliou.-ands
who have u-e i ii and now t»* -1 i I y to it- \ a Inc.
A'k for SehloUerhcck’s Corn anti Wart Solvent
and take no other.
lvrjn

WOODS', MATHEWS & BAKER, 64 Main St.
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At Koekland raeb trip witn L
: mi \ Bi ger-reamer-lor B.dl'ast. Bueksp.u r, B.-ii
am!
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the old stand ot
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ARRANGEMENT

KB H
IN, wdt
make two trips per week until
Leuv.ng Kai
further notier
road \\ Mart. p..i t..,:.■:
1 t i.mmA
Fbtr \
an 1
evening at ll.l.T t|. ek. -t on arrival -T xpn
1 rain fi un Boston, f.*r leaklaud. ( a-tine, I u n l-!<
and >eug\\ i* k, stage: an •*, dgu : a n* Blm-hitl ot
arrival o| earh steam, r, >otiti.\\e-l .t.<I Bar H
hors. Mill bridge, .)<>uesport ana M e gasp. rt.
lb turning w ill !« ave >1
M» *N t-A y
1•. rt e\
and TliriN'.M morning- at t
..’. k. Mould
He-ert at about hum oVIoek, arriving in p rt.and
the same evening, connecting with Pullman trail
and early morning trains tor Bo-ton.

ed. [London Lancet.
THE SCIENCE Ob LIKE; OR, SKLF-PRKSE1U ATION.
is a marvel of art and beauty, warranted to be
better medical book in every sense than ran be oh
* elsewhere for double the
tai:
price, or the money
will be refunded in everv instance
Author.
N. B.
Yorxc; an 1 MIDDLE M.EI) MEN
save much time, sufTering and cxpen-» by reading
the Science of Life, or conferring with the antle r,
who may he consulted on all disease- requiring
swill and*experience.
Address
fTAROlM MKHII Ac INST1TI TF.
or \\. II. I’ARkKU, M. II..
I Ruliinch Street, Boston, Mass.
lyi '2

lice.”

"t

e.iiin-

iVlachias Steamboat Co.
FALL

is beyond all contparisoa the nn--:
draordi
wolk on Physiology ever published. There iing whatever that tiie married or -inreqiiire or wi-ii to know hut what i- fu !y explain

"HALL", at

linn

Portland, Bangor, Mr. Oesert and

THE SCIENCE OK LIFE; OR. SKLK-PK1 SKID \TION.

earlv

!'•;■

t'*nu.

>

mm THYSELF,.

CHAS BAKER AND L. T. SHALES,
;■

t

:.u.

SMIL untold miseries that result from indiscretion
ia cat
life may be alleviated and eared.
I
Those who ilount lids’ as.-ertion should purchase
tlie new medical w irk published bv tm- PEABOD\
ME1) 11 A 1. 1N>11 I I I E. Boston. .u iiti I. Till
SCIENCE OK LIFE OR, SELF-PRESERVATION. i
hausted Vitality, nervous and Physical Debility.
Premature Decline in Man, or Vilalitv Imo ired by
tin- Errors of Youth, or too doapple atii >
_.:
e-i
business, may he restored and n.anli*»«••
-a
2.>t.li edition, revised and «.‘nku
.u-t p
ed.
It is a standard medical work, t!••• he-: m im
a
lan
d
written
gr«
by
pby-.
English language,
experience, to whom wa- awarded a »ld aiid -w
idled medal h; tin National Mm.mi
It contains beautiful and very expensive en.t.
ing>, :UHJ pages, more than lg."> aluahle pr
g
tions for all forms of diseases, mute an ! diron:the result of many years ol extensive and -!!■■«,•«till practice, either one of whl'di is \\..rtir t -n tin
tin* price of the book.
P>« nnd in l.-eautifuI h r
cloth, embossed, full giit. Prim- .mly *\
mail, postpaid, on receipt nf price
i n-’:
:
sample >i\ cents. semi now.
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FOSTER, MILBURN 4 CO., PropYs. Buffalo, N V.
lye.™
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Store.
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SOLD IN HUE AST KY K. H. MOODY.

s( ii lot ri: u/>• /; < i<* s

public. Those in want of any thing in
my line should not fail to give me a call.

the

Boston

run

Cure Your Corns!

Copartnership Notice.

co.-i,

Lcg.im.porF I:»• 1. Dec. i, 1
For a !• -ng jtime 1 have been
stiff..r-.r f. :;i stomach and kidm

(ilKE

Iron

strengthening, * a dly digested, and
admirably adapted thr invalids as

FOR TH L NEX T TWENTY DAYS

Office.

wart on tier nose
cold in tier head it

STOCK OF

<.the is (;(

cairn” if :f
neglect it. Something
wrong and needs prompt
attention. No medicine : ;
yet been discovered ti e
will so quickly and se e’,
such ; diseases
cure
Brown’s Iron Bitters,;.
it does this by co.imc uc
; t the foundation, and m.
ing the bloodijuire and rich.

Time.
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lv 1-1

!h'spep$ia,ov<-:
work, nerveuj. debility, fee.
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Register.
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MARK ANDREWS, Proprietor,
Belfast. Me,

rh.-umat ism

~"

Commander ,1. 15. Cogldan, l'. s. N.. writes
to us from tin* Navy Yard at Man* Island, Cal:
An enforced residence of two years in California made me the subject of most painful attacks
of rheumatism. Consultation upon mv ease by
eminent Naval and other surgeons failed to afford me the slightest relief. I)r. llovle recommended to me St. .Jacobs Oil. the happy result
of the use of which was my complete mid iroudnful cure. [Washington (1). O.) Annv & Navy

removed. It has thr>
a mixed
time * the ,s,v, •/(>< of C
,t
r Sutjnr,
with Starch, Ait
and is ther> fere far more economical.
It is delicier.s, nourishinic,

II Phoenix Row,

The singu!..r tiling abom
it is, that jijn in the bach
is occasioned] ! y so many
things. May} be caused by
kidney disease, liver co:.:-

Whatever

of

j

..

aisujmption,

excess

Sold by (irdrers everywhere.

Thai. .5 at ifTimon exprest
sion and 1 ; a world
i.
>wr much sufmeaning,
fering is summed up in

o

from which the

Cocoa,

well

New

It having been stated that a large
number 01' the new pension clerks would
be dismissed when their six months’ probation had expired, which occurs in the
early part of February, a reporter asked
Commissioner Dudley whether this was
correct.
He said ; “.Such'statements are
purely conjecture. I don’t know, and no
one knows now, how
many will lie dismissed. I am going to fix a certain standard of excellence, and each one of the new
clerks has had a chance to make a record
of his work, and this has been carefully
kept. When the six months expire, those
who have not come up to the standard 1
will not recommend for reappointment, i
consider that I have a great trust here,
and the employment of inefficient clerks
only tends to keep some deserving soldier
from his pension and delay the business.
1 do not intend to have immoral people in
my office.”
At
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OFFER SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS

Besides the breach in the hull the
bulkhead of the City of Brussels was
shitted by the violence of the collision,
tints accounting for her speedy sinking.
The captain of the Kirby Hall states
that he backed his engines on first hearing the w histle of the City of Brussels.
the

%

j

>HAL!

purser and other officers of the ill-fated vessel
which has just gone down so m ar the termination of her v oyage.

in

MEDAL, LARIS, 1878.

BAKER'S

Furnishing Goods,

tery grave wish to express our sincere gratitude
ami admiration of the courage, promptitude and
coolness in danger exemplified bv the captain,
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Having transferred my lu-uran *. bu.-iue.»- p.
1 VML" I’ATTLl*;, for live
ar- pa-l Keai-tcr *.i
Deeds for this tHurd;
l cordially recommend aim
t" n,y former patron- and P- the
pui-lie a- an et
tlcicnt and reliable mail, in c\< r\ iv.-pe< [ wortlr. ol
their coniidence.
MILL"" -J'ALLLBelfast, Nov. I, ]"S.» -amtn*

1 yr(i>\v‘>l

passengers embarked and tin remnant of the
crew took to the rigging, said to a newspaper correspondent, “It was the coolest
thing you oversaw in this world.’ Further
details say that Captain Loud was one of
the first picked up by the boats, although
he with the chief engineer had been the
last to leave the rigging. When rescued
he was in the act of passing a life buoy to
a drowning comrade.
According to the statement of the purser, the fog necessitated the stopping of
the steamer about half an hour before the
collision. As showing the terrible nature
of the collision he says the main compartment of the Brussels was cut tight in two.
After the collision the fog thickened and
it was dangerous even lor the boats to
move about.
They however approached
the sinking vessel and found a boy named
Hamilton half drowned clinging to the
mizzen cross-trees. Two Italians drowned seem to have lost their wits from terror and jumped overboard without waiting to see what could he done for their
safety. The persons lost included Mr.
Conner, quartermaster, and Mr. CochNeither
rane, steward of the steamer.
passengers nor eiew were able to save
anything and many persons were obliged
to leave the ship with the barest articles
of clothing. There i no doubt that if
the fog had cleared a little sooner ail
would have been saved. The theory concerning the drowning of the seamen is
that when The vessel lurched they were
struck by the rigging and rendered insensible. One man was found by the boats
dead in the rigging.
The passengers of the City of Brussels have drawn up the following memorial :
"
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Oil has been

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.

City
sunk

near

Belfast,

:

FROSTBITES.

or

<><>1 .ni
ItKW.

AYINC purchased the insurance
e-in,-- ..i
MI !.K" ". sT.\ i’LKs. I -hail In natP r arr\
M irim* and Life Insurance bu-’n*.*-- ai
the otli e in IIayfouh Block, herebd'ort o,-. upnd
by Mr. staples. Ueprc-enting miiih* of tin* mo-t reliable Insurance C ompanies doing biiMno.-s in the
"tate, I feel confident that it will be for the intere-t
or all desiring t<> » fleet in-uram e to give me a a 11.

HTire,

BARGAINS!

RI'IIXS. M AI.HS.
And all other buddy uel.es
and pains.

Steamer K AT AH L>1\
Steamer I' la S< ItM < >'l
(Japt. Oils In..UAH\m.
l/apt. H IL I*oi\
Will mak
th»v« trip- per we-k, leaving Belt -?
M< ini*a\
WU*n si»v^ s. and Fhli>\ \ * at -1.- »• M
Leav i»g t it
W ti t
Ii •'!• !:, MuNh.vl AN i>
s
N I “li.U
.i id Fltll'A \
at ■» o’. •!■ k 1' 'I
Fob Poun vNIj
Passengers and freight wiil be
forwarded to Portland by eonncetirg at Koekland
with steamer Lewiston.
Passengers leaving *•<
fa-t Monday, arri\e in Portland the -tune night
on
tor Portland, Low
sold
each
steamer
Piekets
el New York, and baggage ehe< ke I through.
1> LAM- Agent. Bel fa-t.
FA-s. IM P PL1T II I.D,
Boston. Mass.
Belfast, I>ee. 7, l*s-2. —!

The steamer

SORE THROAT.
QUINSY. SWELLINGS,
*FK AI VS,
Soreness. Cuts. Bruises.

A

'tvjaucal

Insurance.

COLLINS,

BELFAST. MAINE.

Commencing: Monday, Dec. 11, 1882,
Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas. Pimple, and
Face Grubs, Blotches, Beils, h timers,
T-ttsr. Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Ga.es, Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss cf
A metitc, Juandice, Affections of the Liver.
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languac-u

ou

Pedlers’ Outfits.

or

BETWEEN BANGOR & BOSTON.
Touching at Hampden. Win ter port, Bueksp* r*.
Searsport, Belfast, < limit n ,ae! IP'eklan I

(

stock of

FRANK W.

II U HAMIE.

Two.

in

or inn ssin.s.
ANI) BRAVERY OP CAl’l UN VXD

complete

HK U)A( UK.TOOTH Ai Hi:.

zephyrs.
flight

Life

\
orders by mail filled with derpaU h. and
i,
satisfaction guai anteed.
Trices quoted by telegraph when dc-irc-l. Addivs- all orders »

cures

Sciatica, Lumbago,

of persons arriving in the United States (.but this exemption shall not be construed to include maebinen or other articles imported for use in any manufacturing establishment, or for sale), whalebone, unmanufactured, woods, poplar or other
woods, for the manufacture of pape:.
woods, \ iz.: Cedar, lignumvita-, lancewood, ebony, box, granadilla. mahogany
rosewood, satinwood and all cabinet
woods, unmanufactured, works of art,
painting, statuary, fountains and other
works of art, the production of American
artists.
But the fact ol such production
must be verified by the certificate of a
Consul or .Minister of the United States,
indorsed upon the written declaration of
the artist
Also paintings and statuary
•fountains and other wotks of art, imported express];, for presentation to the
national institution, or to am State or to
any municipal corporation, yarns and

Cut

a

Boston & Bangor Steamship Co.

READ !

a

All Kinds of Fish

Neuralgia,

employment

loss.or rut. (.itt

of

son

RHEUMATISM,

merchandise, professional hooks, implements, instruments and tools of trade,
or

-AND-

large experience in this branch of
the bu-incs-, I shall make a "TKLI ALTY this sea

FOR PAIN.

other shells,
unmanufactured, turtles, types, old and
tit only to be reinanufactured. umbrella
sticks, crude, to wit. : all partridge, pear
wood, pimento, orange, myrtle and all
other sticks and canes in the rough, or
no further manufactured than cut into
lengths suitable for umbrella, parasol or
sunshade sticks or walking canes. \ ellum,
wafers, umnedieated wearing apparel in
actual use and other personal effects, not

occupation

Fish. Pedlers

o

ing had

Hav

REMEDY

Relieves and

T

1

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

I KNOWLEDGE IS POWER.

JAMES PATTEF.

reeled liom the cocoon, but not double
twisted or advanced in manufacture in
any way, silk cocoons and silk waste,
silk worms' eggs, skeletons and other
preparations of anatomy, snails, sodium,
sparterre. for making or ornamenting
hats, specimens of natural history, botany or mineralogy, when imported for
cabinets or as objects of taste or science
and not for sale, spunk, spurs and strets,
used in the manufacture of earthern,
stone or crockery ware, straw, unmanufactured, sugar of milk, sweepings of silver and gold, tamarinds, tea. tea plants,
teasels, teeth unmanufactured, terra .japonic:!, tin ore, liars, blocks or pigs,

grain

FIRE, MARINE

Jobii Yai mouth Bloaters.

Imprler of

'PHK undersigned will sell at public audio,, tlu>
1
following described real date dluati.. ,,,
Belfast, on the 25th day of March next, at Halford
Halt, at 10 o’clock A. M., namely, unles,
ly disposed of—The Havtord Block, situated cornu
of Church and Beaver‘streets; tin* brick
building
on Beaver street occupied by John
Damon, and one
three story brick building, known as the vest build
ing; the Sanborn house and four double tenement
houses and one single tenement with large -table
and carriage house, and one large
building'uscd for
packing ice. Said buildings all in good order and 1
all are occupied by paying tenant-.
Also (lave
houses on Cedar street; nineteen acre-oriand im !
der a high state of cultivation, with good lum-e an,|
out building,on Belmont avenue; one
piece of ia,,d
in N'orthport, ninety-live acres, known a-the
Hail
pasture.
Together with horses, carriages harnesses and robes, and farming tools, with
a*large
lot of household furniture; also forty-two ,hares
preferred stock of the Belfa-f and Moo*ehead Lake !
Kailroad; one undivided half of the Belfast Foundry and machinery the wharf and buildings now
occupied by Hall
Cooper for lumber vard; <.m>half schr. Nathan Clifford and one fourth <>;
j,r j
A Hay ford, "aid sale will he adjourned from dav 1
today until all sold. Satisfactory title given to a;!
property sold. Terms of payment half «•.i-4. :lll,| j
reasonable time with good undoubted pa,,
W'Kl H A V F« HtD
Belfast, Jan 4, Ksi.—Uwl

p"vim-

\

Dr. MllCjlUSTER,S:’i,,S.n‘ Clams &

A MINIATURE PORGY FACTORY.

Frank

FRANK W. COLLINS, Great Sale of Valuable Property'

fortune may be spent in using ineffectual medicines, when by applying Thomas’ Eclkctkic on.
a speedy and economical cure can be efleeted.
In I
cases of rheumatism, lame back, bodily ailments,
or pains of every description, it affords*instant relief. For sale by Ii. H. Moody, Belfast.
A

tonka beaus, tortoise and

son.

5th.

Dry

A taste for nooks is the pleasure and glory of
my lift-. 1 would not exchange it for the riches
Gibbon.
of the Indies.

\\

3d.

of

AYi understand death for the first time when
puts his hand upon one whom we love.
[Mine, de Staei.

The proper function of a Government is to
mak” it easy for people to do good and difficult
for them to do evil.
[Gladstone.

colorings and mixtures, and have always sold at Ibc. to tJOc. per yard.

our

Thought.

le

I Case

by

of

Rashness i~ not valor; doubtful hopes ought
to make men resolute, not rash. [Don Quixote.

IvlAc

price

Gems

Economy.

Exempt From Duties.

Discouraged.

The two story house and onehalf acre of land on Church and
Court streets, known as the “Samcel Haynes’ Place.”
Inquire
---of
V F. HorsTON.
Belfast, Nov. 30, 1N82.- IS

-In t.'onrt *-f Prohalo,
\\r\I.DOS>
1
ai he second Tucsdav of

liel-i it P.e’
Januarv 1 -si.
?V
1st..
Id >R(. I- \V. P lit
K FT i guardian of ( II \ RL l->
V. ROBP.INs, minor heir oi JOHN II. linp.B|\>.
late of Belfast, in -aid County, decease !. having
pre-eiilcd hi- tirst and llnal account of adm i-iration of said e-tate for allowaim r.
Ordered. That notice thereof he gi.en, three
weeks successively, in the Kepuhlican Jmirnal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all p,-r-o?.interested mav attend at a Probate Coart. to b,
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday d Fchruari
next, and show cause, if anv they have, whv tinsaid account should not he allowed.
JAMES h. LAMSON. Jude
A true copy. VttestA. A. Fi.kiviikk,

Register

i'l

A/
the

ibkft,

—

of

Probate, hcli

I

administration for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County. that all persons
"nt. to he
interested, may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of February
if
have,
show
why the
cause,
next, and
any they
said account should not he allowed
L>.
JAMES
LAMSON, Judge.
A true copy. AttestA. A. FLETCHF.it. Register.
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Tuesday’of January.

JOHN II
LANK, Administrator on the estate
JOHN C A B\ Lit, late of
Searspi -rt, in said County.
deceased, having presented his second ac 'mint of

tie
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ifth-
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tc.it
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A LI>0 SS
In Court
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fV fast, on the second

vont

HEART
SOUND?

•
*■

h- art troubbs aiul hi/hlre l disorders.
Dr. tiravoti’ Heart Regiilatoi
hr obtained at
your druggists, $1. per bottle,

*e

Diskno
and
■'*'

nils of blood parses throng', a one
a-half, restin
lay or niffl'
should have rare/; l attention.
b brat- l physician has prepare ! a

ran

as

bottles for $5 by express.

Craves*
F.I.

Send stamp

for Dr.

thorough and exhaustive treatise.
Ingalls, Sole American Agent, Concord,

I yroow39
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